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I. Introduction. This paper is concerned with homological algebra in the cate-

gory S? of locally compact abelian topological groups. The morphisms of £f are

the continuous homomorphisms. However, only certain exact sequences, resolu-

tions etc., are admissible. These are sequences whose continuous homomorphisms

are open onto their respective ranges. Such maps are called proper and the corre-

sponding sequences, proper exact. Concomitant with this is the fact that although

Sf is an additive category it is not abelian.

The material in §11 may be regarded as preparatory, although there may be some

independent interest here. Various structural facts are proven (some of which are well

known) and basic properties of important dual subcategories of £f are investigated.

In §111 the projectives and injeptives of ¿C are computed. It turns out that sub-

groups of projectives are projective and quotient groups of injectives are injective.

Vector groups are characterized by the fact that they are both projective and

injective. Finally, necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the existence of

proper resolutions.

In §§IV and V continuous versions of the functors Horn and (x) (via dualization)

are defined on certain subcategories of =5f and their functorial properties, including

exactness, are investigated. These extend the usual notions for discrete groups.

In order to do this it is necessary to study topological groups of continuous multi-

linear functions. Sufficient, and in a sense, necessary conditions are given for the

various groups to be locally compact. Under these conditions the appropriate

functors are shown to be isomorphic. Finally, more or less explicit computations

are made for Horn, (x), etc., sharpening some of the earlier results, and their

geometric and structural significance is investigated.

In §VI Tor and Ext are defined by resolutions as derived functors of (g) and

Horn, and their functorial properties are studied. It turns out that Torn and Extn

vanish for n g 2, and that Torx and Ex^ are computable. Knowledge of Extj in

turn gives information about certain group extensions in ££.

Th ,hout this paper, complete duality of all concepts and theorems is ob-

tained, in order to accomplish this some concessions have to be made to the

topology at various stages. For this reason the functors Horn, (x), Tor, and Ext

are not defined on .£? but only on certain subcategories.
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This paper relies heavily on the Pontrjagin Duality Theorem and related structural

and character theoretic facts about locally compact abelian groups. These facts

are to be found for the most part in [1] or [2]. Material on discrete abelian group

theory, and homological algebra are to be found in [3] and [6] respectively. Whenever

possible we have deliberately chosen to refer to textbooks rather than the original

papers since there the material is systematically organized. One theorem of some

importance in the theory of locally compact groups is the so-called Open Mapping

Theorem due to Pontrjagin. (See [2, Vol. I].) Since it seems to be less well known

than the above material and is used so frequently here, it is worthwhile stating.

Let G and T7 be arbitrary locally compact groups and f: G-^ H a continuous

surjective homomorphism. If G is the countable union of compact sets, then/is open.

Now a locally compact group G is called compactly generated if there exists a com-

pact symmetric neighborhood U of 1 so that G=(J"=1 Un. Evidently a compactly

generated group is the countable union of compact sets, and it is the class of com-

pactly generated abelian groups to which we will apply the Open Mapping Theorem.

Before proceeding we make the following notational conventions: By G in ¿£

we mean that G is a locally compact abelian group with the group operation written

additively. We denote by T?, Z, T the group of real numbers, integers and reals

modulo 1 respectively. If G and T7 are in 5£ and/: G -> T7 is a continuous homo-

morphism we denote by G~~ and 77^ the character groups of G and 77 and by

yvs. jj^ _^_ q~ ^g continUous homomorphism dual to /. If G is in S£ and 7T is a

closed subgroup of G, then (C\ H) stands for the annihilator of 77 in G~. The

symbol £ always means an isomorphism of topological groups. If {Gt}ieI is a

family of groups in JSf we denote their direct product by Gx © • • ■ © Gn if the

family is finite and by J~[ieI G¡ in general. If all the G¡ are equal we shall write G'.

The group G always denotes a locally compact abelian group, and G0 its identity

component. The symbols S°, S~, and ids denote the interior, closure, and identity

map S —>- S respectively.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation to Professor G. P.

Hochschild who, as thesis adviser, gave without limit his time, energy, and advice.

In addition to many valuable suggestions Professor Hochschild gave me much

encouragement during the entire period of the preparation of this paper.

II. Structural results.

Proposition 2.1. Let Gx and G2 be in J?, f. Gx -> G2 be a continuous homo-

morphism, and Gx, G2 andf~ be their duals. Then,

(1) Kerr = (GC,f(Gx)-),
(2)r(GÎ)-=(G?,Kerf),
(3) f~ is a monomorphism if and only if f(Gx) is dense in G2.

Proof. (1) It is easy to see that for any closed subgroup T7l of Gx,

(r)-\Gx,Hx) = (G2,f(Hx)~).

The result follows by taking Hx = Gx.
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(2) Apply (1) to r. Then Kerf~~ = (G?~,f~(GÇ)-) and therefore, by the

duality theorem, Kerf=(Gx, f^(G2)~). Taking annihilators we have

r(G2)~ = (Gx, Kerf).

(3) f~ is a monomorphism if and only if (0) = Kerf~ = (G2,f(Gx)~), i.e., if

and only if/((?!)- = G2.

Proposition 2.2. Let Gx and G2 be in 3?. Iff: Gx -*■ G2 is a proper homomorphism

then

(1) f(Gx) is a closed subgroup of G2,

(2) Kerr = (G2,f(Gx)),
(3) f~ is a proper homomorphism.

Proof. (1) Since f(Gx) is a continuous open image of a locally compact space,

it is locally compact. A locally compact subgroup of a topological group is closed.

(2) This follows immediately from (1) and Proposition 2.1, Part 1.

(3) / factors into gtr where v. Gx^- Gi/Ker/ is the canonical epimorphism

and g: Gj/Ker/"-» G2 is the continuous monomorphism induced by / Since

/=g7T where 7t is continuous, and / is a proper homomorphism, g is a proper

monomorphism.

Now, as is known (see [2]), the dual tt~ of the proper epimorphism 7r is a proper

monomorphism; and the dual g~ of the proper monomorphism g is a proper

epimorphism. So f~=ir~g* and is therefore an open map followed by an open

map onto its range.

Definition. A sequence

(S) •••->Gi->Gi+x-^->Gi + 2-> •••

where each G¡ is in 3? and each/¡ is a continuous homomorphism is called a complex

iffi(Gt) <= Ker f + x for all i. The sequence is called exact if for each i, fi(G?) = Kerf +1.

A complex or an exact sequence is called proper if each f is a proper homomor-

phism. Note that if the Gt are compactly generated then an exact sequence is

automatically proper exact by the Open Mapping Theorem.

Theorem 2.1. If the sequence

(S)->G¡—^-Gi + 1-^>Gi+2->   .•

is proper exact then its dual

G^.    yi+i    /-.^     ■'1      /-»^.
i+2->Gi + 1->Gt  -►••■

ii also proper exact. In particular, the dual of a short proper exact sequence

0 -> Gx -> G2 -> G3 ->■ 0 is short proper exact.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2, fC is a proper homomorphism and

Ker fC = (Gp+!,/,(<?,)).

But (Gr+i,/i(Gi)) = (Gr+i, Ker/i + 1) since /,(Gf)=Ker/i+1. Proposition 2.2 implies

that (G?+x, Ker/i + 1)=/^i(Gr+2). Thus KerfC=fai(G?+2).

Remark. It is clear that the dual of a complex is a complex and that of a proper

complex is a proper complex.

Proposition 2.3. Let G be in ä? and Hx and H2 closed subgroups of G with

HX^H2. Then (H2, HX)^(G~, HX)\(G~, H2).

Proof. Consider the short proper exact sequence

0 -> H2\HX -> G\HX -> G/TT2 -> 0.

As is known (see [2]), the dual sequence is

0 -> (G~, 7T2) -> (<T, Hx) -> (H2, Hx) -> 0

and is proper exact by Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.2. Let the sequence (S) be a proper complex and

Gs~\          •»'            t~"^                Ji + 1     s-iS^
i ■*-oi + 1<-oj + 2-<- •••

be its dual. Denote by H' the ith cohomology group of the former sequence and 77;

the ith homology group of the latter. Then 77* and Hx are in 3? and H' = H~.

Proof. The fact that both complexes are proper implies that 77' and TTi are in JSf

by Proposition 2.2. The proof will be complete if we can show that for each i,

(Hi + 1r = Hi + x. By Proposition 2.2, Ker fT = (G?+1, /.(G,)) and /TMGT+a)

= (G?+ x, Ker/ + x). Hence Kerfflfl i(Gp+ 2) = (Gp+1, MGd)l(G?+ x, Ker/ + x). How-

ever, the latter term is isomorphic with Ker (fC+i,fi(Gd) which as is known (see [2])

is isomorphic with (Ker/i + j/Z^Gj))^.

Next we investigate the structure of the class of groups without small subgroups.

Definition. A group G in JSf has no small subgroups if there exists a neighborhood

U of 0 which does not contain any nontrivial subgroups.

Proposition 2.4. A locally compact group without small subgroups has a countable

fundamental system of neighborhoods of(0).

Proof. Let U0 be a compact symmetric neighborhood of (0) containing no

nontrivial subgroups of G. Construct a sequence U0, Ux,... of compact symmetric

neighborhoods of (0) such that 2Ui(^Ul^x for all i>0. Then C\T=o U¡ is evidently

a subgroup of G contained in U0. Hence f]r=o Ui = (0). Now let Ube any neighbor-

hood of (0) in G. U contains an open neighborhood U' of (0) such that {/'<= U0.

Consider the family of closed subsets t/¡ní/' of the compact space U0 n 0'

where 0' is the complement of U' in G. The intersection of any finite subfamily
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of these is again a U¡ r\tj', and the intersection of all of these is empty. Hence

there exists an i so that Utr\ O'=0, so that t/¡ <=[/'<= [/. Therefore, the t7,'s

are a countable fundamental system of neighborhoods of (0)(2).

Definition. A test neighborhood^) of a group G in 3? is a neighborhood T*

of (0) in G such that for each neighborhood Y of (0) in G there is an integer k(Y)

which has the property that for every x in G, if x, 2x,..., k(Y)xe Y*, then xeY.

Theorem 2.3. A group G has a test neighborhood if and only if it has no small

subgroups.

Proof. Suppose G is a locally compact abelian group without small subgroups.

Let T* be a compact symmetric neighborhood of (0) which contains no subgroups,

and T be any neighborhood of (0) in G. By looking at Y n T* we may assume that

Ter*. If there is no integer k(Y) with the above property, then for each integer

k there is an x(k) in G such that x(k), 2x(k),..., kx(k) e Y*, but x(k) $ Y. T* is

compact, and by Proposition 2.4, G obeys the first axiom of countability. Hence

there exists a subsequence x(kt) ->¡ y, where y e T*. Let j be any fixed positive

integer. Choose i so that ki>j. Then jx(k¡)e F*. But jx(k¡) ->, jy e T*. Since T*

is symmetric, it contains the subgroup generated by y. Thus y=0. Since x(kt) ->-, 0,

there exists an i after which x(k¡) e Y. This contradicts the assumption.

Conversely, let T* be a test neighborhood of (0). Suppose F* contains a subgroup

H. Let x 6 77. Then x belongs to every neighborhood of (0), so that x=0. Thus T*

contains no nontrivial subgroups.

Proposition 2.5. Let G be in 3?, and let H be a closed subgroup ofG.

(1) If G has no small subgroups, then H has no small subgroups.

(2) If 77 ii open and has no small subgroups, then G has no small subgroups.

Proposition 2.6. Let G = Gx@G2@ ■ ■ ■ ®Gn. G has no small subgroups if and

only ifG¡ has no small subgroups for i= 1,..., n.

The proofs of Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 are clear.

Theorem 2.4. Let G be in £C. Then G has no small subgroups if and only if

G = Rn @Tm © D where Rn is an n-dimensional vector group, Tm is an m-dimensional

torus, and D is a discrete group.

Proof. In any case, the general structure theorem for groups in =Sf (see [1])

yields G=Rn @ H where 77 contains a compact open subgroup C. Now suppose

that G has no small subgroups. Then by Propositions 2.6 and 2.5, C has no small sub-

groups. Because the characters separate the points of C, and C is compact without

small subgroups, C is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of Tk, a finite-dimensional

(2) This proof is modeled after one of Yamabe's.

(3) The existence of a test neighborhood in T was utilized by A. Weil in [1].
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torus. This means that C~ is a quotient group of Zk and is therefore finitely

generated. Hence C~^Zm © F where F is a finite group. Thus C^Tm © F. Now

77/Fm/C/FmsT7/C. But since C\Tm is finite, and TT/C is discrete, it follows

that T7/Fm is discrete, that is, Tm is open in T7. Since Tm is divisible, it is a direct

summand. So H=Tm@D where D^H¡Tm, a discrete group. Therefore,
G^Rn@Tm® D.

Conversely, since R, T, and D clearly have no small subgroups, Proposition 2.6

implies that a group of the form R* © Tm © D has no small subgroups. This

completes the proof. An immediate consequence is

Corollary I. If G has no small subgroups then G0, is open in G, and G0 = Rn © Tm.

Furthermore, n, m, and D form a complete set of invariants for G.

Corollary 2. The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) G is compact without small subgroups.

(2) G^F@Tm where F is a finite group.

(3) G~ is discrete and finitely generated.

Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent since if G has no small subgroups and is com-

pact, then n = 0 and D is finite, and conversely, (2) and (3) are equivalent by the

Fundamental Theorem of Abelian Groups applied to G~.

Now we consider the class of compactly generated groups. The structure of

these groups can be derived from Theorem 2.1 together with the general structure

theorem and the fact that toral subgroups are direct summands (see 2). However,

we make use of Theorem 2.4 which, in addition, yields the fact that they are dual

to the class of groups without small subgroups.

Theorem 2.5. Let G be in ¿£. Then G is compactly generated if and only if

G~Rn@Zm®C where n and m are integers and C is a compact group.

Proof. Suppose G is compactly generated. Let U be a compact neighborhood

of (0), which generates G. Let T* be a neighborhood of (0) in F which contains

no nontrivial subgroups. Denote by W(U, T*) the neighborhood of (0) in G~

made up of the characters f of G which take U into T*. W(U, T*) contains no

nontrivial subgroups. Assume ni e W(U, T*) for all integers n. Then £(nU)

= (»ÉX£/)cr„ for all n, and so .flUí-i «CO = £(<?)<= T*. 1(G) is evidently a

subgroup of r*. Hence £ = 0. Thus, if G is compactly generated then G~ has no

small subgroups and is therefore isomorphic to Rn © Tm © D, by Theorem 2.4.

Hence, G ~ Rn ® Zm@G.

Conversely, a group G of the form Rn © Zm © C where C is compact, is

evidently compactly generated. It is clear that n, m, and C are invariants and

hence a complete set of invariants. C is characterized by the fact that it contains

every compact subgroup of G. C is called the maximum compact subgroup of G.

Corollary 1. G is compactly generated if and only ifG~ has no small subgroups.

This follows immediately from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5.
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Corollary 2. A compactly generated group G has no nontrivial compact sub-

groups if and only ifG~ is connected. G is connected if and only ifG~ is torsion free.

Theorem 2.6. Let G be in £f and H be a closed subgroup. Then

(Y) G has no small subgroups if and only if 77 and G/77 have no small subgroups;

(2) G is compactly generated if and only if H and G/77 are compactly generated.

Proof. It suffices to prove (1) since (2) follows by dualization. Suppose that

77 and G/77 have no small subgroups. Then there exists a neighborhood U of (0)

in G such that U c\ H contains no nontrivial subgroups, and also n(U) contains

no nontrivial subgroups, where 7t is the canonical epimorphism G -*■ G/77. Now

let L be a subgroup of G, and suppose L<=U. Then 7t(L)<=7t(£/), and therefore

L<=77. Since Le U n 77, we know L=(0).

Conversely, suppose G has no small subgroups. By Proposition 2.5, 77 has no

small subgroups. We show that G/77 has no small subgroups. First we observe

that it is sufficient to show that G0 + 77/77 has no small subgroups. In fact, as we

noted in Theorem 2.4, Corollary 1, G0 and hence, G0 + H, is open in G. Now,

G/77/G0 +77/77^ G/G0 +77, which is discrete, and hence has no small subgroups.

It then follows from the part of the theorem already proven that G/77 has no

small subgroups.

Because G0 is open, G0 +77/77^ G0/Go n 77. Thus it is sufficient to prove the

theorem in the case that G is connected, so that G s Rn © Tm.

Consider the simply connected covering group F of G with <j> the covering

map. Let tt be the canonical map of G onto G /77. </> " 1(H) is a closed subgroup of V.

Since </> and 7r are continuous open epimorphisms, so is nfa Therefore,

G/77^ F/Ker ir<f> which clearly has no small subgroups.

We give an application of our methods in proving the following known approxi-

mation theorem.

Theorem 2.7. Let G be in ¿£ and V be a neighborhood ofO in G. Then there exists

a compact subgroup 77 of G, so that 77 c U and G\H has no small subgroups; that is,

any group in 3? is a projective limit of groups without small subgroups.

Proof. By taking U sufficiently small and identifying G with G~~ we may

assume U=W(V, Y) where F is a compact symmetric neighborhood of 0 in G~,

and T is a neighborhood of 0 in T. Let L=Un=i nV. Then

0-*L-*G"-*G'7L->0

is a short proper exact sequence, where L is compactly generated and G~\L

is discrete. By Theorem 2.1, the dual sequence is the short proper exact sequence

0-> (G~\LY~ ->G->LT->0. Let 77=(G~/LT. Then 77is compact and G/77^7_/\

which, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.5, has no small subgroups, since L is compactly

generated. If f is a character of G~\L, then ieG^ = G, and f(L) = (0), so that

f(K) = (0)c r. Hence i e U. Thus 77c u.
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Let G and TT be in 3?. We denote by Horn (G, 77) the set of continuous homo-

morphisms from G to T7; by "2,f~(H~) the subgroup of G~ generated by f~(H~)

forfe Horn (G, T7); and by (~) Ker/the intersection of Ker/for/E Horn (G, 77).

Theorem 2.8. Let G and H be in =SP. Then Horn (G, TT) separates the points of

G if and only if£,f~(H~) is dense in G~.

Proof. Horn (G, TT) separates points of G if and only if f] Ker/=(0), that is, if

and only if (G~, f] Ker/) = (G"~\ (0)) = CT. But (G~, f) Ker/)=(2 (GT, Ker/))"
(see [2]). Hence Horn (G, TT) separates the points of G if and only if 2 (G~, Ker/)

is dense in G~. However, (G"\ Ker/) = (/'^(TT^))~, by Proposition 2.1. The result

follows if we can show that if J,(f~(H~))~ is dense in G~, then ¿if~(H~) is

dense in G~. Now let £ e G~ and Í7 be a neighborhood of 0 in G~. Choose Ux

so that 2t/j. <= Í7. There exists f lf..., £„ so that fi efC(H~)" and (2?. i 6)-î e C^.

Let t/2 be a neighborhood of 0 in G^ satisfying nU2<^Ux, and choose t?, e T7~

so that/rO?0-^ £ t/2, i= 1,..., «. Then 2, /Tfa)-Íe2[/1c[/.

Corollary. Horn (G, T?) separates points of G if and only if the set of points

of G~ lying on one-parameter subgroups is dense in G~.

Proof. In particular, if we take T7=T?, then R = R~. It follows that 2/~(-R~)

equals the subgroup of G^ generated by the points which lie on one-parameter

subgroups. Now, for any abelian topological group A,

2 ifiR) : /e Horn (R, A)} = \J {f(R) : fe Horn (R, A)}.

For suppose x = 2?= i x¡, where x¡ e /¡(T?) ; that is xt =/(r¡)- We can assume x¡ # 0

for all i. Choose a new parametrization, say g{ of / so that ^¡=£¡(1). Then

g(0 = 2"=i £¡(0 is a one-parameter subgroup of A, and g(l) = x.

We now study dual properties of compactly generated groups and groups

without small subgroups, which generalize the usual facts about compact-discrete

duality.

Theorem 2.9. Let G be a compactly generated group in 3? and G~ be its character

group. Then (1) G is torsion free if and only ifG* is divisible. (2) G is divisible if and

only if G^ is torsion free.

Proof. For each positive integer n, we define/,: G^-G by fn(x)=nx. Clearly,

/„ is a continuous homomorphism. By Theorem 2.5, G s T?fc © Fm © C, and

evidently /„ operates componentwise. Now fn(Rk) = Rk, since vector groups are

divisible. fn(Zm) is closed in Zm since Zm is discrete; finally /„(C) is compact

since/, is continuous. The product of closed sets is closed in the product topology;

hence fn(G)=fn(Rk)@fn(Zm)@fn(C) is closed in G, and is therefore locally

compact. The Open Mapping Theorem guarantees that/, is proper. By Proposition

2.2, fn is proper, and fC(G~) = (C\ Ker/,). One computes easily that /T(£) = «f

for £ e G~. Hence (G"\ Ker/,)=«G~. Now n(G~) = G~ if and only if Ker/, = (0).
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Thus G^ is divisible if and only if G is torsion free. Part 2 of this theorem follows

in a similar way from n(G) = (G, Ker/,f).

Corollary. Let G be a connected group in S£ and 77 a closed pure subgroup of G.

Then 77 is connected.

Proof. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.5, G~ is torsion free. Hence by Theorem 2.9,

G is divisible. Now by definition, see [3], «77= 77 n«G=77 for each integer n.

Thus 77 is divisible. Since 77 is compactly generated, by Theorem 2.6, it follows

from Theorem 2.9 that 77~ is torsion free and hence from Corollary 2 of Theorem

2.5 that 77 is connected.

III. Projectives and injectives.

Definition. 7 is an injective of 3? if 7 is in £?, and for all short proper exact

sequences and continuous homomorphisms g:Gx-^I there is a continuous

homomorphism g~ : G2 -> 7 so that g~fx =g.

0-»Gi-^-*'G2-^-+G3->0

g\     /%V
P is a projective if P is in ¿f, and for all short proper exact sequences and con-

tinuous homomorphisms g:P^G3 there is a continuous homomorphism

g~:P-^G2 so that f2g'=g.

0->Gl^L^G1-j2-^Gi->0

g \      s
Y

Theorem 3.1. lis injective if and only if 1^ is projective.

Proof. Suppose we are given

o—>g1-Jl+g2^1+g3—>0

We dualize.
t

o-->g;^+gî-^+gî—>o

>'h

is exact.

Since 7^~ is injective there is a continuous homomorphism h: G2 -> I~~ such

that hf2=g~. Thus g=f2hT~. So hT is the required lift of g. The converse is proven

similarly.
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Proposition 3.1. If{Ia:aeA} is a family of injectives of 2, such that \~[a<sA la

is in -S? then YJaeA la ¡s an injective of &.

Proposition 3.2. Conversely, if' I=Y~\aeAIa end is injective, then Ia is injective

for all a e A.

Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 follow immediately from the definitions.

Proposition 3.3. If I is injective for JS? then I is connected.

Proof. Consider the proper exact sequence 0-^Z^-7?-^-7/->0. Let y el.

Define a continuous homomorphism /: Z->7 by f(n)=ny. Since 7 is injective,

/extends to f~: R-^I. Now/" (7?) is connected and hence is contained in 70.

In particular yel0. Thus 7<=70. In fact, each point of 7 lies on a 1 parameter

subgroup.

Proposition 3.4. 7/7 is in 3? and is injective for the class of compactly generated

groups, then I is injective for 2?.

Proof. By considering the class of extensions 0->nZ->Z->-Zn->-0 whose

groups are compactly generated, we conclude that 7 is divisible. Let G be in a?,

77 be a closed subgroup of G, and /: 77 ->- 7 be a continuous homomorphism. We

show /extends to a continuous homomorphism G -> 7. G has an open, compactly

generated subgroup, say L. By assumption, f\mH extends to a continuous homo-

morphism/i : L -*■ 7. Let/2 be the homomorphism of the external direct sum L © 77

into 7, defined by f2((l, h)) =fx(l) +/(«)• The kernel of the canonical epimorphism

of L © 77 onto the subgroup L+H of G consists of the elements (x, —x) with x

in L n 77. Evidently these elements lie in the kernel of/2. Hence f2 induces a homo-

morphism f3 of L + 77into 7such thatf3(l+h) =/i(/)+/(«). Moreover,/3 extendsfx,

since/is a homomorphism. Since L is open andfx is continuous on L,f3 is continu-

ous, because any homomorphic extension of a continuous homomorphism defined

on an open subgroup is itself continuous. Since 7 is divisible and L+77 is open,

f3 extends to a continuous homomorphism /4 : G-> I, and evidently /4 extends /.

Theorem 3.2. The following conditions on the locally compact abelian group I

are equivalent.

(1) 7 is injective for the class of compactly generated groups,

(2) I is injective for 2,

(3) 7^7?" © T", the direct product of a vector group and a (possibly infinite-

dimensional) torus^).

Proof. If 7 is injective, then by Proposition 3.3, I=Rn © C where C is compact

and connected. As a direct summand, C is also injective, by Proposition 3.2.

Hence, C^ is a discrete projective of JS?, and is therefore a projective of S, the

(") It was recently pointed out to me by Professor G. P. Hochschild that the fact that R

is injective was proven by J. Dixmier [7], for a different purpose.
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category of discrete abelian groups. As a projective of Si, C" is a free abelian

group, i.e., a direct sum of copies of Z. Hence C is a direct product of copies of F.

Conversely, T?n © T" is injective for ££. In fact, by Proposition 3.1, it is sufficient

to prove that R and F are injective. As is known (see [2]) F is injective for 3?.

We now show that T? is injective for 3?. It is sufficient to show that R is injective

for the class of compactly generated groups. Let G2 be compactly generated and let

Gx be a closed subgroup of G2. Since Gx is compactly generated by Theorem 2.6,

Theorem 2.5 shows that G¡s rVt © C¡ where WK is the direct sum of a vector

group and a discrete finitely generated free abelian group, and C( is a compact

group for i=l,2. Since Wx admits a topological embedding as a closed subgroup

of a vector group, it follows that Wx has no nontrivial compact subgroups because

vector groups have this property. Let tt : G2 -*■ W2 be the canonical epimorphism

with kernel C2. Let a: WX->W2 be the restriction of tt to Wx. Then Ker a

= WX n C2 = (0) so that a is a continuous monomorphism. Since C2 is compact,

tt is a closed map (see [1]). Now Wx is a closed subgroup of Gx, which is a closed

subgroup of G2. Hence ^(W^) is closed in W2 and therefore is locally compact.

Since Wx is compactly generated, a is a proper monomorphism, by the Open

Mapping Theorem. In addition, since C2 is the maximum compact subgroup of

G2, it follows that CX<=C2.

Now let fe Horn (Gx, R), and write A for ir(Wx). Clearly, /(d) = (0). Since

a-1: A -> »Ti is a topological group isomorphism, it follows that

(/|Wl)oa-ieHom(^,T?).

Suppose there exists g e Horn ( W2, R) so that g\A = if\wx) ° a~1- Then define

/" : G2 -* T? by /"(x+j)=g(x) where xeW2 and jeC2. Evidently

/- e Horn (G2, Tí). If i + / e d where s e Wx and t e Cx, then /(s +1) =f(s) +f(t)

=f(s), since/(d) = (0). But g(«(s)) =/(s), by the choice of g. Hence f(s+t)=g(a(s)).

On the other hand, f-(s+t)=f~(s)+f-(t)=f(s), since, clearly,/"(d) = (0). Now

s=x+y, where xe W2 and 3» e C2. Therefore/~(i) =£(*)> by the definition of/~.

But x=a(s). Sof~(s)=g(a(s)). Thereforef~(s +1)=g(a(s)) =f(s+1) and/-|Gl=/

Thus we have reduced the problem to showing that if Wx is a subgroup of W2

(Wi as above), and fe Horn (Wx, R) then there exists g e Horn (W2, R) so that

g\Wl =/. Since one can embed W2 as a closed subgroup of a vector group, say V,

iff can be extended to g e Horn (V, R), then g\W2 will be the desired extension off.

Thus we may assume that W2 is a vector group. We have Wx= Vx ©Zmi, where

Vx is a vector group. Let {xx,..., xn} be a basis of Vx as a vector space, and

{yi, ■ ■ ■, )>k} a basis of Zmi as a finitely generated free abelian group. Clearly

{xx,..., xn, yx,..., yk} are linearly independent in V and can be extended to a

basis of V, say {xx,..., xn, yx,..., yk, zx,..., z¡}. If

x = 2 a'*i+ 2 6t>'i+ 2 c'Zf
i = l i = l f = l
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is in V, let g be the linear (and hence continuous) functional defined by

g(x) = 2 aJ(Xi)+ 2 VCVi).
¡ = i ¡ = i

Since / is a continuous homomorphism on Fl5 / is linear on Vx and therefore g

extends /. This completes the proof that R is injective. We have shown that (2)

and (3) are equivalent. Proposition 3.4 completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 1. Let G be in 3? and H be a closed subgroup ofG. Any one-parameter

subgroup f of GIH lifts to a one-parameter subgroup f~ ofG.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.1. The above

corollary and our previous results yield an easy proof of the following known

result.

Corollary 2. Let G be in .S?. G is connected if and only if the set of points of G

which lie on one-parameter subgroups is dense in G.

Proof. Suppose that G is connected. Let U be any neighborhoood of 0 and let

x e G. By Theorem 2.7, choose a compact subgroup 77 of G so that 77 <= {/ and G/77

has no small subgroups. Denote the canonical epimorphism G -> G/77 by n.

G\H is connected and therefore is of the form Rn © Tm. Clearly, each point of

G/77 lies on a one-parameter subgroup. Hence there is an fe Horn (7?, G/77)

with the property that /(l)=7r(x). By Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.2, / lifts to

/-eHom(7?, G): that is, nf~=f. Hence, 77/-(l)=/(l) = 7r(x), so that

f~(l) — xe 77c u. Thus, the set of points of G that lie on one-parameter subgroups

is dense in G. The converse is clear.

Corollary 3. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Horn (G, R) separates

the points ofG if and only if G^ is connected, i.e., if and only ifG=V © D, where

V is a vector group and D is a torsion-free discrete group.

Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.2 and the Corollary

to Theorem 2.8.

Theorem 3.3. The following conditions on a locally compact abelian group P are

equivalent.

(1) P is projective for the class of groups without small subgroups.

(2) P is projective for ¿P.

(3) P^Rn © 2<r Z, the direct product of a vector group and a discrete free abelian

group.

Proof. Theorem 3.3 is dual to Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 1. If G is a projective of 3 and 77 is a closed subgroup ofG, then 77

15 a projective of 3?.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3, it is sufficient to show 77 is isomorphic to the direct

product of a vector group and a discrete free abelian group. From Theorem 3.3

we know that G = V © D, where F is a vector group and D is a discrete free abelian

group. Then TT0 c G0 = V, so T70 is a closed connected subgroup of V. This implies

that T70 is itself a vector group and hence an injective for 3*, so that T70 is a direct

factor of TT; T7^ TT0 © T7/T70. We may therefore assume, for the purpose of proving

the corollary, that T70 = (0). Now G has no small subgroups. Hence, by Theorem

2.6, TT has no small subgroups. By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.4, T70 is open in 77.

Hence TT is discrete. Let tt be the canonical epimorphism G -> D with kernel V.

Then Ker (tt\„) = H n V, a discrete subgroup of a vector group, which is therefore

free. Moreover, tt\h induces a monomorphism T7/77n F-> D. Hence TT/T7n V

is isomorphic with a subgroup of a free group and is itself free. Let

y.H-+HIHn V

be the canonical epimorphism, and consider id(T7/T7 n V). Since T7/T7 n V is a

discrete free abelian group it is a projective for =S?, so that id(T7/T7 n V) lifts to a

(continuous) homomorphism /: T7/T7 n V -> T7 with the property that

yf=id(H/Hr\ V). Hence 77^(77n F) ©(T7/T7n F). Since both T7n F and

77/77 n F are free, T7 is free.

Corollary 2. Dually, proper homomorphic images of injectives are injectives,

and in particular, the image under a continuous homomorphism of a torus is a torus.

(Proper and continuous are equivalent here.)

The following characterization of vector groups illustrates their particular

importance.

Corollary 3. A group G is both projective and injective for 3? if and only if G

is a vector group.

Proof. If G is projective then G £ V © 2a Z, the direct product of a vector

group and a discrete free abelian group. Since G is injective it must be connected,

hence G = V a vector group. Conversely a vector group is both projective and

injective.

Theorem 3.4. Gx is injective if and only if Gx is compactly generated and every

proper short exact sequence beginning with Gx splits.

Proof. If Gx is injective, then evidently every proper exact sequence

0 -> d -> G2 -> G3 -*• 0

splits and, by Theorem 3.2, Gx is compactly generated.

Now assume G is compactly generated, and all short exact sequences beginning

with G split. We have G^Rn ®Zm ®C, where C is compact. Because the

characters of C separate points, C can be embedded in F°(G>, via

0—»C-^+T*™,
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say. Since/i is a continuous monomorphism and C is compact,/! is proper. If we

denote by f2 the canonical epimorphism of TaiG) -> T^G)lfx(C), then

0 —> C -^-» T°™ ̂ T°™lfx(C) —> 0

is a proper short exact sequence. By Corollary 2 of the previous theorem,

TaW'>lfx(C)^T','ia\ a torus. Since 0-»Zm -» Rm ̂  Tm^0 is a proper short

exact sequence beginning with Zm, and 0 -> Rn -> Rn -*■ 0 -> 0 is a proper short

exact sequence beginning with 7?", it follows directly that

0 -> G -> 7?n+m © T"«3 -»■ rff'(G)+m -> 0

is a proper short exact sequence. This sequence splits, so G is a direct summand of

Rn+m © r"(G) which is injective. Hence G is injective by Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.3.

Corollary. If G is in J? then vector subgroups and toral subgroups of G are

direct summands.

Theorem 3.5. A group G3 is projective if and only if G3 has no small subgroups,

and every proper short exact sequence 0 -> Gx -> G2 -> G3 -* 0 ending with G3

splits.

Proof. Theorem 3.5 is dual to Theorem 3.4.

Definition. For a locally compact abelian group G we say that a sequence of

homomorphisms

e dn tii do

(0)—-G—► /,-i».j1-Iwt-i* ...

is an injective resolution of G if each In is injective and the sequence is proper exact.

We say that a sequence of homomorphisms

¿2 dl dn n

->Ps—>Pa—>Pi—»Po—*G—>(0)

is a projective resolution of G if each Pn is projective and the sequence is proper

exact.

Definition. If 7n = (0), « = 2 or 7>n = (0), n ä 2, we call the resolution short.

Theorem 3.6. (1) G «as an injective resolution if and only if G is compactly

generated, and in that case there is a short injective resolution.

(2) G has a projective resolution if and only if G has no small subgroups, and in

that case there is a short projective resolution.

Proof. Let G be compactly generated. In the course of proving Theorem 3.4,

we constructed the proper short exact sequence 0 -> G -> 7?" + m © T" -> T"' ->■ 0.

This is a short injective reolution.

Conversely, if G e SC and has an injective resolution

e dn d\ do

o—^a—^io-^h-^h-^ ■■■,
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then e(G)^G. But e(G) is locally compact and therefore a closed subgroup of T0.

Since 70 is injective it is compactly generated. Hence e(G), and therefore G, is

compactly generated.

(2) follows from (1) by dualization. The above injective resolution and its dual

are clearly the ones to compute with.

IV. Multilinear functions and tensor products in commutative topological groups.

Let Gx,...,Gr and G be commutative topological groups. We call a map

P- TYi=i Gt^Gr-linearifforallxiandj'iinGi(i=l,..., r),p(xx,.. .,Xi+yi,.. .,xr)

=p(xx, ...,xt,...,xr)+p(xh ...,yh...,xr). We denote by Ma(Gx, ...,Gr) the

set of all r linear continuous G valued maps on FIi=i Gi(5). MG(GX,..., Gr) becomes

a commutative group under pointwise addition.

We topologize MG(GX,..., Gr) by uniform convergence on compact subsets.

More precisely, for each compact subset F of F~Jf= x G¡, and for each neighborhood

T of 0 in G we define W(F, V) to be the set {p : p e MG(GX, ...,Gr) and p(F) c T}.

It is easily verified that, with this family of sets as a fundamental system of neighbor-

hoods of 0, Ma(Gx,..., Gr) is a topological group.

Theorem 4.1. ( 1 ) IfGx,...,Gr are compactly generated and G is compact without

small subgroups, then MG(GX,..., Gr) is locally compact.

(2) If Gx, ..., GT are compact and G is without small subgroups, then

MG(GX,..., Gr) is discrete.

(3) IfGx,..., Gr are discrete and G is compact, then MG(GX,..., GT) is compact.

Proof. (1) rii=iG( is clearly locally compact. The topology on the function

space MG(GX,..., Gr) is the compact-open topology. In this setting the Ascoli

Theorem states that a subset F of the space of all continuous maps I~[í= i G( -► G,

with the compact-open topology, is compact if and only if (a) F is closed, (b) for

each x e FIi=i G(, the set {f(x) : fe F} has compact closure in G, and (c) F is

equicontinuous at each point x of F]f= x G¡.

For each i = 1, ...,/• let £/( be a compact neighborhood of 0 generating G(. We

denote FIí= i Ui by U. Since G has no small subgroups, it possesses a closed test

neighborhood of 0, say T*. Thus W(U, r*) is a neighborhood of 0 in MG(GX,..., Gr).

We show that W(U, T*) is compact.

Since T* is a closed neighborhood, it is clear that W(U, T*) is closed. W(U, T*)

satisfies condition (b) automatically, since G is compact.

Now we show that W(U, T*) is equicontinuous at x, where x=(xx,..., xr).

For each i=l,..., r, x, = 2¡"=i *i¡ where «( is an integer and xu e i/(. We denote

max {nt : i= 1,.. .,r} by n(x). If V is any neighborhood of 0 in G, let V be a neigh-

borhood of 0 in G with the property that (2r - l)r' c r. Choose F* small enough

so that (r- l)n(x)r*cr, and k(T") as usual. Finally, for each i= 1,..., r, choose

a neighborhood of 0, F¡, in G¡ with the property that ¿(r")^ <=[/,. Let V(x, T)

(6) We note that for r> 1 continuity at 0 does not guarantee continuity everywhere.
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= n¡ = i Vf This is a neighborhood of 0 in YJUi Gt. We show that p(x+ V(x, Y))

c^x) + T for every peW(U, T*).

For each (vlt..., vr) e V,

p(Xx + Vx,...,Xr + Vr) = p(Xx,...,Xr)+   2   +K^i,--.,vr).
2'-2

Since (2r— l)r' <= r, it is sufficient to show that p(vx,..., vr) and each of the terms

in 22'_2 belong to Y' for every p e W(U, T*). First we observe that

p(U1x--xVlx-- xUr) <= T"

for each pe W(U, T*) and each i= 1,..., r, since

jp(ux, ...,Vi,...,ur) = p(ux, ...Jv,,..., ur) e p(U) c r#,

for all7=l,..., k(Y"). In particular, p(Vxx ■ ■ ■ x Vr)<=Y'. Also, for each q=l,...,

r-l,
(nix) nix) \

vl, ■ ■ ■, vq,   ¿i  XQ + llq+ l' ' • •'  ¿  *Tlr I
¡=1 1 = 1 /

nix)

2      Mfi, ■•■» vq,xq + xiq+ x,---, xrlr)e(r-l)n(x)Y" c V

and we may deal similarly with the other terms of 22r -2- This completes the proof

of part 1.

(2) Let T* be a neighborhood of 0 in G which contains no nontrivial

subgroups. Since n¡r=i G¡ is compact, IF(FIi = i G¡, T*) is a neighborhood of

0 in Ma(Gx, •. -, Gr). Let /m. e PF(FIi = i G¡, T*) and suppose that p(x1}..., xr)^0

for some (x1;..., xr) e \~[¡=i G¡. Then p(Gy x {x2} x • • • x {xr}) is a nontrivial homo-

morphic image of Gj and is contained in Y* ; a contradiction. Thus

^(nG<>r*) = (°)>

and Ma(Gx,..., Gr) is discrete.

(3) E[i=i G( is clearly discrete and hence the compact subsets F of Oi = i C¡ are

finite. This means that MG(Gx,..., Gr) is a subspace of G^í G¡ with the product

topology. G is compact, so by the Tychonoff Theorem, G^í G¡ is also compact.

We show that MQ(Gx, ■ ■ ■, Gr) is closed in G^í °i. Let {pa : ae A} he a net in

MG(Gx, ■ ■ ■, Gr) which converges to a map/: \~Yi G( -> G. If xt and y¡ belong to G¡,

where i is any integer between 1 and r, then

pa(xx,..., Xi+ji,..., xr) —>■ f(xx,..., Xi+yu .. .,xr),

pa(Xx, • • •> Xi, . . ., Xr) > j(Xi, . . ., Xi, . . ., Xr),

Pa(Xx, ■ ■ ■, yi, ■ ■ ■, Xr) -^ f(Xx, . • •, Ji, . - -, Xr),
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by definition of the product topology. Because of the continuity of the group

operation in G and the fact that each pa is r linear, it is clear that/is r linear.

Since F]i G¡ is discrete, fe MG(GX,..., Gr). This completes the proof.

If r=l we write Horn (Gx, G) for MG(GX,..., Gr). In this case, we observe

that equicontinuity at 0 implies equicontinuity at every point. Let Ux be any

compact neighborhood of 0 in Gx and T* as above. We show that W(UX, T*) is

equicontinuous at 0 and is therefore compact. If F is any neighborhood of 0,

choose V so that k(F)V<= Ux. Then for v e Vand h e W(UX, T*),

jh(v) = h(jv)eh(Ux)^F*,

forj=l,..., k(T). Therefore, h(v) e F. Thus we have the following result.

Corollary. If Gx is locally compact, and G is compact without small subgroups,

then Horn (d, G) is locally compact.

Theorem 4.2. Let Gx,..., Gr be locally compact abelian groups, and G be an

arbitrary abelian topological group. For r> 1, MG(GX,..., Gr) is isomorphic with

Horn (Gx, MG(G2,..., Gr)) as a topological group.

Proof. If S and F are topological spaces we denote the set of all continuous

maps S -> T by Ji(S, T). If Ji(S, T) is regarded as a topological space with the

compact open topology we write Jt*(S, T) for this. A well known property of the

compact open topology is the following : if S and F are locally compact spaces and

X an arbitrary space, then the map r : Jt(S x T, X) -> J((S, Ji*{T, X)) defined

by T(f)(s)(t) =f(s, t) for feJt(SxT, X) and (s, t)e SxT, is a homeomorphism

of Jf*(Sx T, X) onto Jf*(S, Jt*(T, X)). Now, MG(GX, ...,Gr) and

Hom(d,A/0(G2,...,Gr))

are subspaces of J¿*(Y\\=l G¡, G) and Jt*(Gx, MG(G2,..., Gr)) respectively. The

latter can be identified with a subspace of JÍ*(Gx,Jt*(YYi=2 G¡, G)). The map t

sends the first homeomorphically onto the second and is evidently a group homo-

morphism.

Corollary l.IfGx is compactly generated and G2 has no small subgroups, then

Horn (Gx, G2) is locally compact.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, MG(GX, G2)^Hom (Gx, Horn (G2, G)). Specializing to

G = Fwe find that MT(GX, G^^HomiGi, G2). Since G2 has no small subgroups,

G2 is compactly generated and, since T is compact without small subgroups,

Theorem 4.1 applies.

Corollary 2. If Gx and G2 are any locally compact abelian groups then

Horn (Gx, G2) is isomorphic with Horn (G2, Gx).

Proof. As we have already seen, MT(GX, G^)^Hom(G!, G2). Now MT(GX, G2)

S MT(G2, Gx), and the result follows by applying the same isomorphism with

(Oí, Gx) in the place of (d, G2).
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The following classes of groups are dual to one another : locally compact groups

are self dual; compactly generated groups are dual to the groups without small

subgroups; discrete finitely generated groups are dual to compact groups without

small subgroups. As a result of these facts, and of Corollary 2, theorems of the

sort considered below can be immediately dualized. For example, we have shown

that

(1) If G is compactly generated and 77 has no small subgroups then Horn (G, 77)

is locally compact.

(2) If G is any locally compact group and 77 is compact without small subgroups

then Horn (G, 77) is locally compact.

Statement (1) is self dual whereas statement (2) dualizes as follows. If G is a

finitely generated discrete group and 77 is any locally compact group then

Horn (G, 77) is locally compact. We show that, in a sense, these are the best

possible results.

Theorem 4.3. (F) If Horn (G, 77) is locally compact for all 77 without small

subgroups then G is compactly generated.

(2') If Horn (G, 77) is locally compact for all 77 then G is a finitely generated

discrete group.

Dually, (1") 7/Horn (G, 77) is locally compact for all compactly generated groups

G then 77 is without small subgroups.

(2") 7/Horn (G, 77) is locally compact for all G then 77 is compact without small

subgroups.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove (1 ') and (2').

(F) We actually prove a stronger result; namely, that if Horn (G, D) is locally

compact for a certain fixed discrete group then G is compactly generated.

For the moment, let D denote an arbitrary discrete group. We may assume that

Horn (G, D) has a compact neighborhood of 0 of the form W(F, Y) where F is

a compact subset of G and T is a closed neighborhood of 0 in D. Since D is

discrete we may assume Y = (0). By a compactness argument, F is contained in a

compact neighborhood U of 0 in G, which we may assume is symmetric. W(U, (0))

is a closed neighborhood of 0 in Horn (G, D) which is contained in W(F, (0)).

Hence W(U, (0)) is compact. By the Ascoli Theorem, for each xeG,

W(x) :./e W(U, (0))} has compact closure in D, that is {f(x) :f(U) = (0)} is

finite. Let L=1J"=1 nil. Then L is an open compactly generated subgroup of G.

It is clear that for each xeG, {f(x) : f(L) = (0)} is finite. Now take D to be the

direct sum of infinitely many copies of the additive group of the rationals mod 1.

We show that G=L.

Suppose xeG but x $ L. Since D is divisible, the 0-map, L -> (0), can be ex-

tended to a homomorphism/: G^ D with the property that f(x)j=0. Since L is

open in G, / is continuous. Furthermore, because of the choice of D, there are

infinitely many such extensions all differing in value at x. For if mx e L for some
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integer m, any choice of f(x) subject to the condition order (f(x))\m yields an

extension of the sort described above, and there are infinitely many summands.

On the other hand if mx is never in L, f(x) is completely arbitrary. Hence,

{/(*) : /(f-) = (0)} is infinite. This contradiction completes the proof of (F).

(2') If 77 ranges over all the groups without small subgroups then by (F) G is

compactly generated. Now take 77=T", any infinite-dimensional torus. We make

use of the evident result that if G is any abelian topological group and {770 : ae A}

is a family of abelian topological groups, then

Horn (G, n Ha\ s n Hom (G> H¿-
\       aeA        )        aeA

We have therefore, Hom (G, 77) ~ Y]<, Horn (G, T) = Y\a G~. Thus Y\„ G~ is

locally compact. Hence all but a finite number of the factors are compact, so that

G~ is compact and G is discrete. Since G is compactly generated and discrete, it is

finitely generated.

Definition. If Gx,..., Gr is a family of locally compact abelian groups we

define (g)f=1 Gt = MT (<?ls..., G,)".

Notice that for any locally compact abelian group G since MT(Z, G) is naturally

isomorphic with Hom (G, T) by Theorem 4.2, it follows that Z (g) G is naturally

isomorphic with G.

Theorem 4.4. £x)í=i G¡ is an abelian topological group. If Gl5..., Gr are com-

pactly generated, compact, or discrete, then (§)?= x G¡ is locally compact, compact, or

discrete, respectively^).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.1.

Definition. We define the tensor map <f>: FI¡=i G( ->(g)í=1 G, by

faXx, ..., Xr)(p) = p(Xx, ..., xr)

for all p e MT(Gly ■.., Gr). It is clear that faxx,..., xr) is a continuous linear map

MT(Gx,..., Gr) -> T, and thus a character of MT(Gy, ■ ■ ■, Gr).

Now let D be the subgroup of (g)f= x G¡ that is generated by faGx x ■ ■ ■ x Gr).

Obviously, D is the set of all finite sums of elements of the form faxx,..., xr).

Theorem 4.5. (1) <f> is a continuous r-linear map.

(2) If MT(Gx,.. ,Gr) is locally compact(7) then D is dense in 0f=i G¡. 7«

particular, if the Gf are discrete then 7J)=0¡'=1 G¡.

Proof. <f> is r-linear, because each of the p e MT(Gx,..., Gr) is r-linear. To show

4> is continuous at x it is sufficient to take a neighborhood fax) + W(F, Y) of fax)

(6) Actually, in §V we shall see that if Gly..., G, are compactly generated then <8>'=i Gt

is also compactly generated.

(7) Whenever we make the convenient hypothesis that MT(Gi,..., Gr) is locally compact

we really have in mind more accessible conditions; namely, that either the Gt are compactly

generated (Theorem 4.1, Part 1) or they are discrete (Theorem 4.1, Part 3).
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with F a compact subset of MT(GX,..., Gr) and F a neighborhood of 0 in T, and

find a neighborhood U(F, F) of x in FÏÏ=i d so that <t>(U)^<f>(x)+ W(F, F), that

is, p(U)<=p(x) + F for all p e F. Thus the continuity of <¡> at x is equivalent to the

equicontinuity of F at x. However, since F is compact, the Ascoli Theorem guaran-

tees that F is equicontinuous at every point. Thus <f> is continuous.

It is clear that p^~(<j>(xx,..., xr))=c/>(xx,..., xr)(p)=p.(xx,..., xr). Hence if

p~~ annihilates <£(ITi Gt) then /x = 0, and so p~~ is 0 because ~~ is an isomor-

phism MT(GX,..., Gr) -> MT(GX,..., Grf~. Consequently the annihilator of D

in MT(GX,..., Gr)~~ is (0). Since MT(GX,..., Gr) is a locally compact abelian

group, the result follows.

The following lemma is a known fact about the compact open topology.

Lemma. If T is a locally compact space, then the composition map

Ji*(T, X)xJt*(S, T)^J(*(S, X)
is continuous.

Now let G and TT be in 3*. It follows from the above lemma that the composition

map Horn (G, TT) x MG(GX,..., Gr) -> MH(GX,..., Gr) is continuous. In particular

for each p. in MG(GX,..., Gr), we define the map pu: G^ -> MT(GX,..., Gr) by

pu(0 = i ° P for i £ G~. Clearly, pu is a continuous homomorphism. Furthermore,

it follows from the definitions of the maps involved that for each p in MG(GX,..., Gr)

we have p^ ° <f> = u>G o ¿i, where wG is the natural isomorphism of G onto G~"\

Theorem 4.6. Let G and GX,...,GT be in 3?. To each p. e MG(GX,..., Gr) there

corresponds a x« e Horn (0¡=i G¡, G) satisfying xu<t>=P- !fMT(Gx,..., Gr) is locally

compact, then the condition xA — Ia- characterizes Xu uniquely.

Proof. Define x« = ">c 1p7 where wG and pu are as above. Then x« is a continuous

homomorphism 0JL xGi->G, since wG 1 and pÇ~ are continuous homomorphisms.

Thus Xu e Horn (<S)¡=X G¡, G). Moreover, we have xu<l> = "'ä1p7<t> = wä1o>aP = P-

If/„ is another continuous homomorphism satisfying fucf>=p, then, by linearity,

/«|d=X«|d- Since/, and x« are both continuous and D is dense, it follows that

fu—Xu- This completes the proof.

Denote by s¿ the category of all abelian topological groups. We define two

functors &, <S : £ ^ ¿é by &(G) = MG(GX,..., Gr), £(<?) = Horn «g>,r=1 G¡, G).

If G and TT are in 3* and /z is a continuous homomorphism then we define

3F(h)(p) = h°pforpe MG(GX, ...,Gr) and %(h)(f) = h°fi for/ e Horn ((g)J-= j G„ G).

It is clear that ¡F and 'S are additive covariant functors.

Theorem 4.7. If MT(GX,..., Gr) is locally compact then the functors !F and 'S

are isomorphic.

Proof. We denote the map p -> x« defined above by

X: MG(GX,..., Gr) -> Horn (<g) Gu g).
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If fe Hom ((g)I=i G(, G) then f°<f>e Ma(Gx,..., Gr). Since / and x/«* are con-

tinuous homomorphisms that coincide on D, we have /=x/.*- On the other

hand, if x« = Xv then Xn'f> = xA, i-e-> /*=«'■ Thus x is a bijection.

We denote by p the map p-> pu. Thus

P : Ma(Gx,..., Gr) -* Hom (<T, Mr(G1;..., Gr)).

One checks easily that p is a continuous homomorphism.

Now consider the dualization map

A : Hom (G~, MT(Gx,..., Gr)) -> Horn ((g) G(, g)

defined by A(«) = wâ 1«'N, for h e Hom (C\ MT(Gx,..., Gr)), where t«G is the natural

isomorphism of G -* G~\ By Corollary 2, Theorem 4.2, the dualization map

Hom (A, B) -> Hom (7T\ A~) is continuous. Hence A is continuous. As is easily

seen, x = Ap, so that x is a continuous homomorphism. If W(F, Y) is a neighborhood

of 0 in MG(Gx, • • •, Gr), since the tensor map <f> is continuous, faF) is compact.

Hence IF(^(F), F) is a neighborhood of 0 in Hom(0,r=1 G¡, G) which is con-

tained in x( W(F, Y)). Thus x is an open map. We have shown that x is a topological

group isomorphism.

If « is a continuous homomorphism « : G -> 77 we show that the following

diagram is commutative :

P(G) -^ 9(G)

\9rih) <SW)

&(H) -^ 9(H)

First, for each p e MG(Gx, ■ ,Gr) and de D, it is clear that Xn°ix(d)=h(xu(d)).

Since D is dense and Xh°u and « ° x« are continuous, it follows that Xh°u=n ° Xu-

Hence x^(h)(p) = Xh-u = h o Xu = 9(h)Xu. Thus x^(h) = 9(h)x. This completes the

proof.

Corollary 1. If MT(GX,.. .,Gr) is locally compact the property of equivalence

of r-linear maps and linear maps characterizes (§)[= x G¡ up to natural topological

group isomorphisms. In particular, if all the G¡ are discrete then 0Ux G¡ is the usual

tensor product far abstract abelian groups.

Corollary 2. If G, Glt G2 and MT(Gx, G2) are locally compact then

Hom (Gx <8> G2, G) is isomorphic with Hom (Glt Hom (G2, G)).

This follows directly from Theorems 4.7 and 4.2.

Theorem 4.8. Let G and Gl5..., Gr be abelian topological groups, and let 77 and

Hx, ■ ■ ■, Hr be subgroups of the respective G 's. Denote the natural epimorphisms

G ̂  G/77 by 7T, and Fli-i G, -> FK=i GJHt by f Suppose p e MG(Gx,..., Gr),

and p(GxX ■ ■ ■ x77tx ••• xGr)<^H for i=l,..., r. Then there exists a unique

v e MGIH(Gx¡Hx,. •., Gr/77r) with the property that trp=vf
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Proof. It is easy to see that for (xx,..., xr) and (yx,..., yT) e FIi=i G¡,

r

p(xx,...,xr)-p(yx,...,yr) = 2 P-iyi,---,yi-i, Xi-ji, xi +!,..., xr).
i = i

Hence if xi + Hi=yi + Hi for i= 1,..., r, then

P-iyi, ■ ■ -, yi-i, xf-yt, xi + 1,..., xr) e 77

for each i, and therefore J}=x piyx,..., yt-x, xt-yu xi + x,..., xr)e H, that is,

p(xx,...,xr) + H=p(yx,...,yr) + H. Thus the equation irp=vf yields a well

defined v. Because y. is r-linear, v is also /--linear. Since tt and p are continuous and

/is open, it follows that v is continuous. Clearly v is unique.

Corollary. In particular, ifp(Gxx ■■■ xHtx ■■■ xGr) = (0) for all i then there

is a unique v e MG(GX¡HX,..., Gr/T7r) such that vf=p.

Definition. Let Gx,...,Gr be in JSf and for each i let T7i be a closed subgroup

of G(. Denote by [T71;..., TTr] the closure of the subgroup of £x)i=i G( generated

by {<f>(xx,..., xr) : Xj e T7, for some i=l,.. .,r}, where (f> is the tensor map on

n?=i G(.

Theorem 4.9. If Gx,...,Gr are compactly generated then (g)¡=x (Gj/TTJ is

isomorphic with (§>í=i Gi¡[Hx,..., T7r].

Proof. Since <f>(Gxx ■ ■ ■ xHtx ■ ■ ■ xG,)c[Hx,..., 77r] for i= I,..., r and <f> is

a continuous r-linear map, Theorem 4.8 shows that there is a continuous r-linear

map v. FLr=i GJH ->(§)i= x Gt/[T7l5..., Hr] with the property that Tr<f> = vf where

/: n?=i d -> Ui=i d/77, and tt: ®i=1 G, -> <g)i=1 d/td, • • •, H] are the canoni-

cal epimorphisms. Let <f>' be the tensor map on F]T-i Gj/TT;. By Theorem 4.6 there

exists a continuous linear map Xv' <S>f = i G(/T7( ->(§)?= i Gij[Hx,..., Hr] satisfying

Xv<f>' = v. Similarly, since <f>f is continuous r-linear there is a continuous linear map

í:(g)í=1Gi^(g)í=1Gi/T7i with the property that &=<t>f so that xM^X^f

= vf=TT(f>. Since MT(GX,..., Gr) is locally compact, by Theorem 4.1, it follows from

Theorem 4.6 that Xvf= 7r- Because £ is continuous and tt is open, Xv is open.

Since tt is surjective, so is Xv It remains to show that Xv is a monomorphism.

Let 2/ <Kxi\ • • • > *r°) e(8)¡= i G¡ where for each j one of the x\n e Hx for some

i=l,..., r. Then

f ß <k&, ■■-, xiñ\ = 2 em>,..., x<») = 2 f/wp. • • •, j#d - 2 ° = °

since for each j, ^'/(x*/*,..., x(rj))=</>'(..., 0,...) and </>' is r-linear. Since £ is

continuous it follows that £[HX,..., TTr] = (0). Hence there is a continuous linear

map f" : <g)f=1 GJ[HX,..., Hr] ->®f.1 Gi/TT, satisfying £"»=£ so that £-*,#

= £-TT<f> = l;<f>, Hence f~Xvi = £ by Theorem 4.6, and therefore £~Xv is the identity

on   £«g)i=1G<).   Now,   ^UxGi)^mUl=iGi) = 't>fiUl=iGi)=^(Ul=iGiIHi)
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since / is surjective. Consequently £((x)(r=i G() contains the subgroup D' of

<8>f=i G(/77( generated by <£'(r[f=i GJ77,). Since GJHt is compactly generated, by

Theorem 2.6, MT(Gx¡Hx,.. .,Gr¡Hr) is locally compact, by Theorem 4.1, and

hence D' is dense, by Theorem 4.5. Thus £((x)i=i G() is dense. Since f "Xv is the

identity on a dense subgroup it equals the identity everywhere, and therefore xv is

a monomorphism. This completes the proof.

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9, if the 77¡ are all open then

[Hx,..., H] is open.

Proof. If the 77¡ are open then each G^/H is discrete and hence 0î=i Gi/77( is

discrete. By Theorem 4.9, (g)i=1 G,/[77i, ..., 77r]^(g)i=1 Gt/H. Therefore,

[77i,..., 77r] is open.

Proposition 4.1. Let G be compactly generated, D discrete and R the additive

group of real numbers. Then Horn (G, R)^Rn + m and Hom (G, D)£Dm

© Hom (C, D) where G = Rn ©Zm © C is the canonical representation of G in

terms of its maximum compact subgroup C.

Proof. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 4.2, Hom (G, 7?)=? Hom (7T, G~). However,

G~s7în©rm©C'" and TT^T?. A previous remark yields Hom(G, 7?)

^Hom (R, R)n © Hom (7?, T)m © Hom (R, C~). It is clear that Hom (7?, R)^R.

Since R is connected and C~ is discrete, Hom (R, C~) = (0). Thus Hom (G, 7?)
■zRn@(R~)m^Rn+m.

Similarly, Hom (G, D)^ Hom (D~, G~), which is isomorphic to Hom (D~, R)n

© Hom (£T, T)m © Hom (ZT, C"). It is clear that Hom (ZT, R) = (0),

Hom (£T, T) s D and Hom (7T, C~) £ Hom (C, £»). Thus Hom (G, D) £ 7)m

© Hom (C, 7)). This completes the proof.

Theorem 4.10. If Gx is a closed subgroup of a compactly generated group G2 and

77 has no small subgroups then the continuous restriction homomorphism

f: Hom (G2, 77) ->• Hom (Gl5 77)

is open.

Proof. Since 77 has no small subgroups, 77s Rn ®Tm © 7) where Z) is a discrete

group. As we have observed before, Hom (Gt, 77) is naturally isomorphic with

Hom (G„ R)n © Hom (G(, T)m © Hom (G, 7)). An easy direct sum argument

shows that it suffices to prove that the following partial maps are open

fx : Hom (G2, R) -> Hom (ßu R),

f2: Hom (G2, T) -> Hom (Gu T),

f3: Hom (G2, D) -> Hom (Gj, 7)).

(1) Since 7? is injective,/! is an epimorphism. Both Hom (Gx, R) and Hom (G2, 7?)

are locally compact, by a corollary to Theorem 4.1. In fact, Proposition 4.1 shows
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that Hom (G2, 7?) is a vector group. The open mapping theorem guarantees that

fx is open.

(2) It is easy to see that/2 = i'^ where i: Gx -> G2 is the inclusion of Gj into G2.

Hence f2 is a proper epimorphism.

(3) Hom(Gi, D)^Dm®Hom(C, D), by Proposition 4.1. But the latter is

isomorphic to Dm © MT(C, D~). By Theorem 4.1, MT(C, D~) is discrete, because

C and D~ are compact. Thus Hom (Gi, D) is a finite direct product of discrete

groups. Since Hom (G1; D) is discrete, f3 is an open map.

V. Tensor products of homomorphisms, exactness, and structural properties.

Let Gi,..., Gr and 771;..., 77r be in ¡£ and assume MT(Gx,..., Gr) and

MT(Hx, ■.., H) are locally compact. Denote the respective tensor maps by

4>- n¡ = i G¡->-(§)¡ = 1 Gi and fa: Yl¡=x #i->(S>¡=i H. If for each i'=l,..., r we are
given a continuous homomorphism /, : G¡ -> 77,, define the map

[/i,...,/]:nG(->n77(
(=1 (=1

by [fx, ■ ■ -,fr](xx, ■ ■ -, Xr) = (fx(xx), ■ ■ JAxr)). It is clear that fa[fu ...,/] is a

continuous r-linear map FK=i Gt->01=1 77f. Since MT(Hx, ■ ■., Hr) is in ¿if, so

is 01=1 77¡. Hence since MT(GX,..., Gr) is in .5? there exists, by Theorem 4.6,

a unique continuous linear map denoted by fx <g> ■■■ <8> fi: (g)f=i G(->(x)í=i 77¡

satisfying C/i ® • ■ ■ ®fr)-4>=fa[fi, ■ ■ -JA-
If, for i=l.r, g,: G, -> 77¡ is another family of continuous homomorphisms

then for each i, fx <S> • • • <8>/i+gi <8> ■ • • <8>fT=fi ® • • • <8>/t ® • • • ®f+fx
® • • • ® gi <8> • • ■ ®/r- These equations are derived by observing that the func-

tions on either side agree on faTYi = x G() and hence, by Theorem 4.6, on (x)?=i Gf.

In particular, if/( = 0 for some i thenfx <g> • • • <g>/r=0. It is clear that if idGl is the

identity map on Gt then idGl <g> • • • <g> idGr = id (x)J= x Gf. Given continuous homo-

morphisms

G, —> 77, —> Li

where i = l,..., r, a similar application of Theorem 4.6 shows that gxfx <8> • ■ •

<8> &/r = (gi <8> • • • <8> gr)-(/i ® • • • ®/r)- If/i= G¡ -> 77, is an isomorphism then

fx ® • • • ®/r is an isomorphism and C/i ® ■ • • ®fr)~1=fr1 <8> ■ • • <8>/r_1.

Dually, we define [/1(...,/]': M^, ..., 77r) -> M^d,..., Gr) by

L/i,...,/],(M) = ^[/i,...,/r]

for /i e MT(Hx,..., 77r). One sees easily that ouf/j, ...,/■]* = C/i (g> • ■ • <8>/r)~tu'

where to denotes the natural isomorphism MT(Gx, ■ ■ ■, Gr) -> MT(GX, ■ ■ ■, Gr)~~

and cu' the natural isomorphism MT(HX,..., Hr) -> MT(Hx,..., Hr)~~. Hence

t/i» ■ • •./]* is the continuous homomorphism dual to /x ® • • • ®/r. Whenever

it is clear which maps/.,... ,/r are being considered we will abbreviate [fx,... ,fi]'

by *, and the image of a subset 5" of MT(HX,..., 77r) in MT(Gx,..., Gr) by S*.
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Theorem 5.1. Let MT(GX,..., Gr) and MT(HX,..., Hr) be locally compact. If

fx,...,/ are proper epimorphisms thenfx ig) • • • ®/r is a proper epimorphism.

Proof. Clearly [fx,...,/] is an epimorphism. Consequently,

(ft ® • • • ®/,w(n g') = *'[fi, ■ ■ •,/r](n <?.) = f (n #«)•

It follows by linearity that/i <g) • • • ®f(D) = D' where 77 and 77' are the sub-

groups of 0[= j Gt and £§)i= ! T7¡ generated by <¡>(Yl¡ = x G¡) and <¿'(FIÍ = i d) re-

spectively. Hence/x <g) • • • <8>/r(®i=i Gt) is dense in 0i=i H- This implies that *

is a (continuous) monomorphism. We show that * is proper. Let W(F, F) be an

open neighborhood of 0 in MT(HX,..., Hr) where F is compact. Clearly F is

contained in FIi=i FBf, a compact box. Hence W(F, F)*=> rF(FI< = i FHi, F)\ It is

sufficient to show that rV(\~l¡=x FH¡,F)' contains the intersection of

MT(HX,..., Hr)' with an open neighborhood of 0 in MT(GX,..., Gr). Thus we

may assume F=n<=i FHl. Let Ut be a compact neighborhood of 0 in G¡. Since/

is a proper epimorphism, {/(Xi + U°) : xi e G,} is an open covering of T7¡ and hence

of FHi. By compactness FH¡ c (J^ j/(*«> + [7°) where x?'' e G,. Let

Fa, = U^+d

It is clear that FG( is compact and f(FG)^FHl. Evidently, W(FYi=1FHi,T)m

^MT(HX,..., Hr)' n fF(nf=i FG¡, F). Thus * is a proper monomorphism and

hence/i ® • • • <g>/ is a proper epimorphism, by Theorem 2.1. This completes

the proof.

Henceforth we restrict ourselves to the case r=2 and slightly change the

notation.

Proposition 5.1. Ifg:Gx^-G2 and h: Hx -*■ H2 are proper epimorphisms where

Gj and H¡ e 3 for i= 1, 2, then MT(G2, H2)' is the set of v e MT(GX, Hx) satisfying

v(Gx x Ker h) = (0) = v(Ker g x Hx).

Proof. Suppose v e MT(G2, T72)\ If xsKerg, then v(x, y) = p(0, h(y)) = (0),

since p. is bilinear. Hence v(Ker g x Hx) = (0). Similarly, v(Gx x Ker h) = (0). On

the other hand, if v e MT(GX, Hx) and v(Gx x Ker h) = (0) = v(Ker g x Hx), then by

Theorem 4.8, v induces a map p in MT(Gx¡Ker g, d/Ker h) with the property that

pf=v, where / is the map from Gx x Hx -> (Gj/Ker g) x (d/Ker h), defined by

/(x,j) = (x+Kerg, y + Kerh). Since G2^GxIKerg, and T72Sd/Ker/i, after

identification via these isomorphisms, /= [g, h] and therefore, v=p,[g, h]. This

completes the proof.

Theorem 5.2. Let

0 —>GX-^G2-^G3 —> 0
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be a proper exact sequence with Gx and G3, or equivalently G2, compactly generated.

Let H be compactly generated. Then

Gx <g> 77-> G2 ® 77-> G3 ® TT-> (0)

is a proper exact sequence.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to show that

0 —► MT(G3, H) -Ü* MT(G2, 77) -Ü* MT(GX, 77)

is proper exact. By Theorem 5.1, •» is a proper monomorphism. Since Ker'i

is the set of all p e MT(G2, H) that annihilate gx(Gx) x 77= Ker g2 x H, it follows

from Proposition 5.1 that Ker *i = MT(G3, 77)*2. Because of the isomorphism of

functors established in §IV, it follows from Theorem 4.10 that •» is proper. This

completes the proof.

Corollary. Let G be compactly generated andZn be the cyclic group of order n.

ThenZn ®G^GjnG.

Proof. Consider the proper exact sequence 0 -> nZ -> Z -> Zn ->■ 0. By Theo-

rem 5.2, «Z<g)G->Z<g)G-^Zn<g)G-*0 is proper exact. Hence Zn <g> G^Z

® G/image of nZ <g) G. However as we noted earlier this may be identified with

G/nG. Note that nG is a closed subgroup of G since G is compactly generated.

This completes the proof.

Now let ^ and Jf, respectively, denote the categories of groups in 3? that are

compactly generated and have no small subgroups. We define four families of

functors of G. These are defined only on the categories and only for those 77's

indicated below. The mappings are those already used several times.

(1) * <g) T7: ̂  -> 3?, where TT is in c€. This is a covariant additive functor.

(2) MT(*, H) : "% -> 3?, where TT is in #. This is a contravariant additive functor.

(3) Horn (*, TT): &-> J£?, where TT is in Jf. This is a contravariant additive

functor.

(4) Horn (H, *): Jf -* JS?, where T7 is in #. This is a covariant additive functor.

Definition. A covariant additive functor IF is called proper terminally exact

if for all proper exact sequences 0 -> Gx -> G2 -> G3 -* 0 in the domain of !F,

^iGi) -> ^iG2) -> =^"(G3) -► 0 is a proper exact sequence, and is called proper

initially exact if 0 -> !F(GX) -> iF(G2) -> ^(G3) is a proper exact sequence.

Similarly a contravariant additive functor J*" is called proper terminally exact

if for all proper exact sequences 0 -> Gx -*■ G2 -»• G3 ->- 0 in the domain of ^",

^(G3) -> ^(G2) -»■ ̂(Gj) -> 0 is a proper exact sequence, and is called proper

initially exact if 0 -> !F(G3) -> !F(G2) -> ^(GJ is a proper exact sequence. These

definitions are continuous analogues of those given in [6].

Remark. Throughout §V, we will utilize fully the fact that all notions and

theorems dualize; in particular, that ^ and JÍ and certain of their subclasses are
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dual categories, that the dual of a short proper exact sequence is a short proper

exact sequence, and that for G and 77 in «", (G <g> 77)", MT(G, 77), Hom (G, 77")

and Hom (77, G") are isomorphic functors. Thus one proof replaces four.

In proving Theorem 5.2, we have actually proven

Theorem 5.3. The functor * <g) 77 is a proper terminally exact functor, and

MT(*, 77), Hom (*, 77), and Hom (77, *) are proper initially exact functors.

Corollary. Let Gx and G2 be in <€ and 77 ¡« JÍ. If g: Gx^-G2 is a proper

homomorphism then the induced map g* : Hom (G2, 77) -*■ Hom (Gl5 77) obtained

by composition is a proper homomorphism.

Let Gx, G2 and 77 be in <£. If g: Gx-^-G2 is a proper homomorphism then the

induced maps Gx <8> 77 —> G2 0 77 and MT(G2, 77) -»■ MT(Gx, 77) are proper

homomorphisms.

Let Gx and G2 be in Jf and H in'ti. If g:Gx~^- G2 is a proper homomorphism

then the induced map Hom (77, Gx) —> Hom (77, G2) is a proper homomorphism.

The above Corollary generalizes Theorem 4.10.

Proof. Since g(Gx) is a closed subgroup of G2, we can write g=h where

i- g(Gx) -*■ G2 and n: Gx-+g(Gx) are proper homomorphisms; i is injective and 77

surjective. Hence g*=tr*i*. It follows from Theorem 4.10 that 1* is an open map.

Thus, to show that g* is proper, it is sufficient to show that tt* is proper, that is,

we are reduced to proving the theorem in the case where g is surjective. In this

case, consider the proper exact sequence 0 -*■ Ker g -*■ Gx -> G2 -> 0. It follows

from Theorem 5.3 that

0 —► Hom (G2, 77) -^> Hom (Gx, 77) —> Hom (Ker g, 77)

is a proper exact sequence. In particular, g* is a proper homomorphism. The proof

is completed by dualization.

Definition. A covariant or contravariant additive functor !F is called proper

exact if it is both proper terminally exact and proper initially exact (see [6]).

Theorem 5.4. * ® 77, MT(*, 77) and Hom (77, *) are proper exact functors if and

only if the maximum compact subgroup of 77 is (0). Hom (*, 77) is a proper exact

functor if and only if H is connected.

Proof. Hom (*, 77) is proper exact if and only if 77 is injective for the class of

compactly generated groups. As we have already proven, the injectives for £C

are the same as those for compactly generated groups, namely, Rn © T", direct

sums of vector groups and tori. 77 is a group without small subgroups; hence,

a is finite. So Hom (*, 77) is a proper exact functor if and only if 77= Tí" © Tm,

i.e., if and only if 77 is a connected group without small subgroups. Consequently,

because of the isomorphism of various functors, and Theorems 2.1 and 2.5

Corollary 2, the result follows.
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Corollary. We remark that Horn (*, T7) is proper exact if and only if it is

proper exact relative to the sequence 0-*Z->-T?->F->0, for, as we saw earlier,

a group which is injective for this sequence must be connected, and hence is injective

for all sequences, by Theorem 5.4. Since the sequence 0->-Z->T?->F->0 is self

dual, the same statements are true for * ® H, MT(*, H) and Horn (H, *).

Definition. A functor preserving proper exactness for a class of extensions is

called a proper exact functor relative to that class.

Theorem 5.5. Relative to sequences 0 -> Gx -> G2 -> G3 -> 0, where Gx is open

in G2, * ® T7 and MT(*, H) are proper exact if and only if H is torsion free.

Horn (*, TT) is proper exact if and only if H is divisible. Relative to sequences

0 -> Gx —y G2 —y G3 -> 0, where Gx is compact, Horn (77, *) is proper exact if and

only if H is torsion free.

Proof. By dualization, it is sufficient to prove that Horn (*, TT) is proper exact

if and only if 77 is divisible. If Horn (*, T7) is proper exact relative to the sequences

0->wZ->Z->Zn->-0 then evidently TT is divisible. The converse follows from

the fact that Gx is open in G2.

Theorem 5.6. Relative to sequences 0 -» Gx -> G2 -> G3 -> 0 with each G¡ compact,

* <S> 77 and MT(*, H) are proper exact if and only if the maximum compact subgroup

of H is connected. Horn (*, 77) is proper exact if and only if 77/T70 is torsion free.

Relative to sequences 0 -> Gx -> G2 -> G3 -> 0, of discrete groups, Horn (H, *) is

proper exact if and only if the maximum compact subgroup of H is connected.

Proof. If TT is connected, Horn (*, TT) is proper exact, by Theorem 5.4. Thus we

are led to the case of T7= D, a discrete group. D is torsion free; for suppose y e D,

and the order of y = n. Consider the sequence 0 —>Z„ —>T—>T->0. The natural

map of Zn into D cannot extend to F since F is connected. Conversely, if D is a

torsion free discrete group, and £: Gx -» D is a continuous homomorphism, then

è(Gx) is compact and hence finite, since D is discrete. Because D is torsion free,

| is trivial and extends trivially. Dualizing, Theorem 5.6 is completely proven.

Theorem 5.7. Relative to sequences 0 -> Gx -> G2 -> G3 -*■ 0, where G2 is con-

nected and Gx is a pure subgroup of G2, * ® TT and MT(*, H) are proper exact

functors for all H in '€. Horn (*, TT) is a proper exact functor for all 77 in Jf. Relative

to sequences 0 —> Gx —> G2 —y G3 -> 0 where G2 and G3 are torsion free, Horn (77, *)

is a proper exact functor for all 77 in <€.

Proof. If TT is connected, Horn (*, TT) is proper exact, by Theorem 5.4. Thus,

we are led to the case T7= D, a discrete group. Now, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.9,

Gx is connected. Hence any continuous homomorphism Gx -> D is trivial and

extends trivially. The proof is completed by dualization.

Next we give an explicit computation of Horn (Gx, G2), Gx ® G2, and MT(GX, G2)

in terms of known invariants of Gx and G2.
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Theorem 5.8. Let G be compactly generated and 77 have no small subgroups.

Let their canonical decompositions be G = Rn ®Zm © C and H=Rk ®Tl © D.

Then Hom (G, H)^Rin + m)k ® (G")1 © Dm ® Hom (C, D).

Dually, if Gx and G2 are compactly generated groups whose decompositions for

i'=l,2 are Gt = Rn' © Zm' © C¡, where C¡ is the maximal compact subgroup, then

Gx®G2^ R<H+*i*i © G?2 © C2mi ®Cx® C2,

and

MT(Gx, G2)  S  JP»l+-l*i @ (Gr)m2 @ (£-)«, @ ^(«^ Q

Proof. The first part follows directly from the additive properties of Hom,

and Proposition 4.1. The second part now follows by dualization.

We use Theorem 5.8 to compute some specific examples and give the significance

of tensor products of various groups. The first such result gives a sharpening of

Theorem 4.4.

Corollary l.IfGx and G2 are in ^ then so is Gx <g> G2.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.8, since Cx ® C2 is compact by

Theorem 4.4.

Corollary 2. If Gx is connected and G2 is compactly generated then

Gx®G2^ Rnin2 © Gf».

Proof. Gi is connected if and only if mx=0 and Ct is connected. In this case

C2mi = (0) and (d ® C2r?Hom (C1; C2) = (0). Hence Cx ® C2 = (0). Thus

Gx <8> G2 = /?nin2 © Gx2. From this we conclude several facts:

(1) If Gx is connected and G2 is compactly generated then Gx <S> G2 is connected.

This is clear.

(2) If Gx is connected and G2 is compact then Gx ® G2 = (0). G2 is compact if

and only if «2 = «i2 = 0. The result follows.

(3) If Gx is connected and G2 is compact then MG(Gx, G2) = (0) for all locally

compact commutative groups G.

For G = T, we see that MT(Gx, G2)^(Gx <8> G2r = (0). Now let G be any locally

compact group and $ a character of G. If p e MG(Gy, G2) then Up e MT(Glt G2),

so that $p(xi, x2) = 0 for all characters f. Since the characters of G separate points,

p = 0.
(4) If Gx and G2 are connected then Gx <8> G2s7?"in2. The tensor product of

connected groups of vector dimensions nx and «2 is isomorphic to the vector group

of dimension«^.

(5) If G has no small subgroups then T (g> G" is (naturally s with) the maximal

toral subgroup of G.

We take Gx = T and G2 = G", a compactly generated group. Since nx = my = 0 and

Cx = T, it follows that T (g> G" = Tm2, which is the maximal toral subgroup of G.
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Corollary 3. If G is a group without small subgroups then Horn (R, G), the

group of one parameter subgroups of G, together with e: Horn (R, G)->G, the

evaluation at 1, is the simply connected covering group ofG0.

Proof. G = Rn © Fm © D. Since Horn (R, G)^MT(R, G"), taking «2= 1, w2 = 0

and C2 = (0), we see that Horn (R, G)^Rn+m = RaimG. Since uniform convergence

on compact subsets implies pointwise convergence, the evaluation map e is a

continuous homomorphism. Because Hom(7?, G) is a vector group, it is connected.

This means that e(Hom (7?, G)) is contained in G0. Since G0 is connected, the

corollary to Theorem 5.4 shows that Horn (*, G0) is proper exact for the se-

quence 0->Z->T?^*F->0. Hence each point of G0 lies on a one parameter

subgroup, and e is surjective, as a map to G0. Since both groups are compactly

generated the Open Mapping Theorem shows that e is proper. A comparison of the

dimensions of Horn (R, G) and G0 shows that Ker e is discrete, and so e is a

covering map. Since Horn (7?, G) is a vector group the result follows.

Now we turn to G ® 77 where G and 77 are compact.

Proposition 5.1. Let G be in <€ and 77 be compact. Then G <g> T7s(G/G0) (g) T7.

Proof. Consider the proper exact sequence 0 -> G0 -> G -> G¡G0 -> 0. It follows

that G0 ® 77^ G <g> 77-^ (G/G0) ® T7^ 0 is proper exact. However, (G0 <g> T7)~

S Horn (G0, 77^). Since G0 is connected and T7~ is discrete, Horn (G0, 77^) = (0),

and therefore G0 ® 77= (0). This means that 0 -y G ® T7-> (G/G0) ® T7^ 0 is

proper exact, and consequently G ® 77s (G/G0) ® 77.

Corollary. 7/G and H are compact then G ® T7s(G/G0) ® (77/T70).

Proof. By repeating the above argument we get (G¡G0) ® T7s (GjG0) ® (T7/T70),

and hence G ® T7s(G/G0) ® (H¡H0), the tensor product of compact totally

disconnected groups.

This suggests utilization of results of Braconnier [5], some of which, however,

go back to Krull and others.

We denote by 7P the additive group of the/»-adic integers, by (Z, ||p) the subgroup

of integers with the /»-adic topology and by Z(pn) the cyclic group of order pn.

Iv is a compact commutative totally disconnected group.

Now we give the definition of a /»-group in [5], and summarize some of the basic

properties we shall utilize. Let G be in 3? and define/: Zx G -y G by f(n, x)=«x.

Definition. G is a /»-group if for each fixed x e G,/is continuous in n, where Z

takes the /»-adic topology. If G is discrete, this notion coincides with the usual

one of a /»-group in abstract abelian groups (see [3]). If G is a /»-group then /

extends to a continuous bilinear map, say p : lv x G -> G. G is a /»-group if and only

if G^ is a /»-group. Ip is a /»-group.

Definition. Let Ge 3?. G„ is the set of those x's in G for which /(*, x) is a

continuous function of n, where Z takes the /»-adic topology. Gp is called the /»-

primary component of G.
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The Gp's are disjoint p subgroups of G. If G is totally disconnected then Gp is

closed. If G is compact and totally disconnected then G^YIp Gp, the direct product

of the Gp's (product topology). This is called the primary decomposition of a

compact totally disconnected group [5]. It is dual to the primary decomposition

of a discrete torsion group [3].

Proposition 5.2. If G is a compact p-group, then Iv ®G^G.

Proof. Let p be the G-valued bilinear map on 7„ x G, derived from the fact

that G is a locally compact p-growo. Let x« be the induced continuous homo-

morphism satisfying Xu^—P- Xu. ¡s surjective, since xÂh ® G)^Xu4>(Ipx G)

=p(IpxG)^p((Z,\\p)xG). But p(l,g)=g, so that p((Z, \\p)xG)^G. Thus

Xu(Ip ® G) = G. Since 7P and G are compact; so is 7P (g> G. Thus the Open Mapping

Theorem yields that x« is open. We consider x7'- G" ^ MT(7P, G), defined by

x7(0 = £°lJí f°r ££C", and show that x7 is surjective. Suppose veMT(I„,G).

We consider the restriction of v to (Z, ||p)xG. Let f(jt) = v(l, x). Clearly £ is a

character of G. Now Çp(n, x) = Ç(n, x)=n£(x)=nv(l, x)=v(n, x). So ¿jp=v on

(Z, ¡p) x G which is dense in 7P x G, because (Z, ||p) is dense in Ip. Since ip and v

are continuous, they are equal. Thus x7 is surjective. Since G and MT(IP, G) are

locally compact, this implies that x« is injective and hence an isomorphism.

Proposition 5.3. 7/G is any compact totally disconnected group then Ip ® G ̂  Gp.

Proof. Let G 3 PI« G, be the primary decomposition of G. 7P ® G ̂  YIq (Ip ® Gq).

Now 7p <8 G, = (0) for çr^/i. In fact, (7P ® G,)" = Horn (/„, Gq) where G^ is a

discrete 9 group. If £: 7P -> G^ is a continuous homomorphism we know [5] that

either (1) £(7P)^7P, or (2) Ç(Ip)^Z(pn) depending on whether f is injective or not.

In any case, Ip is torsion free, and G^ is a discrete q group. Hence (1) is impossible.

Similarly, since Z(pn) has all its elements of order pk, with p =£q, (2) is impossible.

Thus Hom (Ip, Gq) = (0), and therefore Ip <8> G, = (0). Hence 7P <8> G s HU fP <8 G,

= /P <8> GpSGp, by Proposition 5.2.

Theorem 5.9. 7/ G is a«_v compact group, then

(1) 7p ® Gs(G/G0)p, the p-primary component ofGIG0.

(2) 7p (81 lq = (0),farq^p, and Ip <8> IP^IP.

(3) GIG0^Y\p(Ip®G).

Proof. 7P ® G^7P (8) (G/G0) by Proposition 5.1. By Proposition 5.3,7p <g> (G/G0)

S(G/G0)P. Hence, 7P <8> G^(G/G0)P. In particular, 7P <8 7,=(0), for 9^/7, and

fp <8 IP = Ip. It follows that, for any compact group G, G/G0 = rij>fp <8> C. This

completes the proof.

Corollary. Let G be in (ê. Then G <8> 77=(0) for all compact groups 77 if and

only if G is connected.

Proof. If 77 is compact and G is connected, then G <8> 77=(0) by Corollary 3

of Theorem 5.8. Conversely, suppose G ® 77=(0) for all compact groups 77.
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WehaveG^TÎn©Zm©C,andhenceG ® 77s(7? ® T7)n © (Z ® T7)m © C ® 77.

As was just noted, Tí ® 77=(0). Also, Z ® 77^77. Since G ® 77=(0) for all 77,

it follows that m=0. Because Rn is connected and G ® T7s C ® H, we may assume

that G is compact. By hypothesis, 7P ® G = (0) for each prime />. Hence, by

Theorem 5.9, G/G0snP h ® G = (0). Thus G = G0.

Theorem 5.10. (1) The tensor product of compact totally disconnected groups is a

compact totally disconnected group whose p-primary component is G„ ® T7P-

(2) The tensor product of compact p-groups is a compact p-group.

(3) The tensor product of a compact p-group with a compact q-group is (0)

forp^q.

Proof. Let G and TT be arbitrary compact groups. Then G ® TT is compact by

Theorem 4.4. It is totally disconnected if and only if (G ® T7)~sHom (G, TT-")

is a torsion group. Now if/£ Horn (G, T7~) then/(G) is a finite subgroup of 7F\

since G is compact and 77^ is discrete. Let n(f) = order of/(G). Then n(f)f= 0.

Thus (G ® 77)~ is a torsion group, whence G ® 77 is compact and totally

disconnected.

Now suppose, in addition, that G and 77 are totally disconnected. Let G = FIP Gp

and 77= UQ Hq be the primary decompositions of G and 77, respectively. Then

G ® 77^ rip., Gp ® Hq. Now if pïq then

Gv ® Hq s Tp ® G ® 7, ® TT s 7„ ® T„ ® G ® TT s (0) ® G ® T7 = (0).

Hence, G ® H^\~\p Gp ® T7P- Moreover, Gp ® 77„ = 4 ® G ® 7P ® T7s7p ® Tp

® G ® 7TsTp ® G ® TT. Since G ® 77 is compact and totally disconnected,

Proposition 5.3 shows that 7P ® G ® T7s(G ® 77)p. Hence (G ® 77)psGp ® T7P>

and FIp G„ ® 77p is the primary decomposition of G ® 77. (2) follows immediately

from (1), and (3) was proven in the course of proving (1). This completes the proof.

Finally, Theorem 5.10 yields, in combination with the corollary to Proposition

5.1, the following result.

Theorem 5.11. If G and H are arbitrary compact groups then G ® 77 is a compact

totally disconnected group whose p-primary component is (G /G0)p ® (TT/T70)p-

VI. Ext and Tor. The standard homological algebra [6] applies in its entirety

only to abelian categories. As we have noted in the Introduction, =Sf is not an

abelian category. These difficulties have already been encountered in §§IV and V,

where the functors Horn, 0 and related functors were discussed. They were re-

solved by restricting the homomorphisms and the corresponding sequences to be

proper, and by restricting the domains of definition of the various functors. In

this section, we define the functors Ext and Tor as derived functors of Horn and (§)

by projective and injective resolutions. Similarly here, the resolutions employed

must be proper. The domains of the functors Ext and Tor must be included in

those of Horn and (g) respectively and, in fact, will have to be restricted even further.
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Even so, all the difficulties have not been systematically isolated. It is necessary

to make ad hoc arguments at certain places within a proof in order to show that

various subgroups are closed and, more particularly, that various homomorphisms

are proper. Moreover, this procedure is not always possible in certain of the

standard methods of proof of homological algebra, and the results must be gotten

from others by dualization. However, with the restrictions on the domains, the

admissible homomorphisms, and the resolutions indicated above, all the homo-

logical results that one would want are true. Although we do not work out every

detail of the theory completely but merely assert that this or that standard homo-

logical method works, in one case the work is done in complete detail; namely in

the proof of Theorem 6.6.

Theorem 6.1. Let G and 77 be in áC and suppose that

e (¡o al <*2

0 —>• G —> 70 —> Ix —► 72 —> •••  is a proper exact sequence and

\f I/O fi 1/2

*      e        *     d0 <5l ¿2

0 —> H —► J0 —> Jx —> J2 —> • • • is a complex,

where Jn is injective for n—l, 2,_Then given fe Horn (G, 77), there exists, for

each integer n, an /„ e Horn (7n, Jn) such that the above diagram is commutative.

Moreover, any two such sequences of maps are homotopic in the sense that, if gn is

another such sequence of continuous homomorphisms, there exist hn e Horn (7n, Jn-x),

for « = 1,2,..., and h0 e Horn (70, 77) such that fn-gn = °'n-ihn + hn + 1dn, for

n=l, 2,..., andf0—g0 = hxd0 + eh0. (Actually, h0 may be taken to be 0.)

Dually, let G and He 3? and suppose that

¿2 d\ do p

■ ■ ■ -—> P2 —> Px —► 7*0 —► G —> 0 is a complex where each Pn

1/2 /i I/o I/ isprojective and

02 öi        *        d0        S" n       '*'

• • • —> Q2 —>■ Qx —► Qo —> H —> 0 is a proper exact sequence.

Then, given f e Horn (G, 77), there exists for each integer n, an fn e Horn (Pn, Qn)

such that the above diagram is commutative. Moreover, any two such sequences of

maps are homotopic.

Proof. The proof proceeds along the usual lines (see [6]), except that the assump-

tion that the top row is proper takes care of the presence of topology. The second

statement follows from the first by dualization.

Corollary. If 0 —> G —> 70 —°-> It —> and

tdG

0—* G —+J0 -j->Ji-r+
E do 01

are two injective resolutions of G then, for each n, there exists /„ e Horn (In,Jn) and

gn e Horn (Jn, 7„) such that gnfn andfngn are homotopic to id/n and id/n, respectively.

Dually, any two projective resolutions of a group G are homotopic.
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The proofs are obvious from Theorem 6.1.

In order to define Ext7 (G, 77) as a derived functor of Horn (G, TT) by injective

resolution of H, it is necessary that G in ^ and TT in Jf (see §V). However, since

77 is to have an injective resolution it is necessary, by Theorem 3.6, that 77 is in '€.

Thus we must assume that Gin^ and TT in <€ n Jf.

Definition. A group in ^ n Jf'is called elementary.

It follows directly from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 that E is elementary if and only if

E^Rn © Fm © Zs © F where F is a finite group.

Let E be an elementary group and consider injective resolutions of

e do di d2

E : 0 —y E —y I0 —> Ix —> I2 —► • • ■

where 7„ is in Jf, that is, T„ is elementary (Theorem 3.2). We prove the existence of

such resolutions shortly. Let G e c€. By the corollary to Theorem 5.3, the induced

sequence

0 —y Horn (G, E) ^-+ Horn (G, /„) -^-> Horn (G, Ix) -^ Horn (G, T2) -^->

which we denote by Horn (G, T(£)) is proper. Moreover, it is clear that

Horn (G, 1(E)) is a complex. The sequence obtained from Horn (G, T(F)) by

deleting all terms after Horn (G, Ix) is proper exact by Theorem 5.3. Finally, since

Horn (G, 1(E)) is a complex and the homomorphisms are proper, it follows that

d%-x (Horn (G, 7n_i)) is a closed subgroup of Ker d*.

Definition. We denote the wth homology group of Horn (G, 1(E)) by ExtJ, (G, F).

The corollary to Theorem 6.1 shows that the topological groups so defined are

independent (to within natural isomorphisms) of the resolution. As usual

Extj, (G, E) is an additive functor contravariant in G and covariant in E.

Since E is elementary, as was remarked above, F s Rn © Tm © Z5 © F, where F

is a finite group and hence is the direct product of a finite number of cyclic groups

Z„(. As in §111, an injective resolution of E may be found by finding an injective

resolution of the factors of E and then taking their direct product.

Injective resolutions of R, T, Z, and Z„ are the following :

0 -> R ->■ R -> 0 -y 0

0^F->F->0->0

0-+Z-+R-+T-+0

0->Z„-^F->F->0.

Thus, if E is elementary, there exists an injective resolution

„   e do «ii da
0 —> F —> T0 —> A —> T2 —► •• •

where T„ = (0) for n £ 2 and Tn is elementary for n = 1, 2. Hence dn = 0 for n ^ 1 so

that í/*=0 for n^l.
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Proposition 6.1. LetG'bein%> and E be elementary. Then Ext¿ (G, E) ~ Horn (G, E),

F\t'n (G, E) = (0) forn^2, and Exti (G, 7i)^Hom (G, 71)/¿0*(Hom (G, 70)), where

d$ is the map induced from the standard short resolution of E. In particular,

Exti (G, E) is a discrete group.

Proof. For »£2, Ker d* = Horn (G, 7n) = (0), since 7n = (0). Thus Ext'n (G,E)

= (0). Exti (G, £) = Ker dfld^(Uom (G, 70)) = Hom (G, 71)/¿0*(Hom (G, 70)).

Ext7o (G, E) = Ker i/0* = e*(Hom (G, £)) s Horn (G, 7f ), since 0 -> Horn (G, £) ->

Horn (G, 70) -► Horn (G, Ix) is a proper exact sequence. Now because G is in ^

and 70 and 7j are in ./F, a dual version of Theorem 4.10 yields that do* : Horn (G, 70)

-> Horn (G, Ix) is an open map. Hence íf¿f (Horn (G, 70)) is open in Horn (G, 7j)

and therefore Exti (G, Tí) is discrete. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.

Theorem 6.2. If 0 —> Ex -*■ E2 —> E3 —> 0 is a proper exact sequence of elementary

groups, and G is in <€, then

0 -> Horn (G, Ex) -+ Horn (G, E2) -> Horn (G, E3)
(6.1)

-> Exti (G, Tij) -> Exti (G, 7i2) -*• Exti (G, 7±3) -> 0

is a proper exact sequence. In particular, if 0 —> E -> 70 -» Ix -*■ 72 -> • • • is a«}'

injective resolution of E by elementary groups, then

0 -* Horn (G, 7i) -> Horn (G, 70) -» Horn (G, 7^ -> Exti (G, Tf) ̂  0

is a proper exact sequence. Similarly, if 0 —> Gx —*■ G2 —> G3 —>• 0 is a proper exact

sequence of groups in *€ and E is elementary, then

0 -> Horn (G3, E) -> Horn (G2, E) -> Horn (Gl5 £)

-^ Exti (G3, E) -> Exti (G2, £) -> Exti (Gi, 7i) -> 0

w a proper exact sequence.

Proof. The sequence obtained from 6.1 by deleting all terms after Horn (G, E3)

is proper exact by Theorem 5.3. Clearly, all maps in 6.1 are continuous. They are

trivially proper since E\t[(G, Et) is discrete for 7=1, 2, 3. The proof that the

sequence is exact follows the usual one in homological algebra [6]. It terminates

because Exti (G, 7s4) = (0) for i= 1, 2, 3 and «2:2. This proves that 6.1 is proper

exact. The second statement follows from this because Exti (G, 70) = (0) since 70 is

injective. The final statement follows from the standard exact sequence for a

complex and a subcomplex.

We utilize Proposition 6.1 to compute Exti explicitly.

Theorem 6.3. Let G be in <€ and E be elementary. Then

Exti (G, E) s (c~y © OiC- © • • • © C7«fcC~

where C is the maximum compact subgroup of G ands, nx,...,nk are respectively

the rank and torsion numbers of E¡E0. In particular, Exti (G, E) 3 Exti (C, E¡E0).
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Proof. First we compute some special cases. If E=Z, the injective resolution

0—yZ—y R—yT—>0

of Z show that Exti (R, Z) = (0), since (R, n) is a covering group of F and R is

simply connected. Also Exti (Z, Z) = (0), clearly. If C is compact then Exti (C, Z)

= C"\ since R has no nontrivial compact subgroups.

Now G s 7?" © Zm © C, because G is compactly generated. Since Exti is additive,

it follows that Exti (G, Z) = C~ where C is the maximum compact subgroup of G.

If E=Zn, the cyclic group of order n, the injective resolution

0—yZn—yT-^T—>0

of Z„ shows that Exti iR, Z„) = (0), since (F, 77) is a covering group of F and 7? is

simply connected. Also Exti (Z, Zn) = (0), since F is divisible. If C is compact then,

obviously, Exti iC,Zn)^C~¡nC~. Consequently, Exti (C,Zn)?CA/«CA, where C

is the maximum compact subgroup of G.

Finally, take E=Rn © Tm © Zs © F. Then Exti (G, F0) = (0) since F0 is injective.

Now, by additivity, Exti (G, F)sExti (G, £„) © Exti (d Z)s © Exti (G, F). The

result follows.

Corollary. T/(l) the maximum compact subgroup of G is (0), or

(2) E is connected, or

(3) G is torsion free and EjE0 is finite then Exti (G, F) = (0).

Proof. (1) is clear from Theorem 6.3. (2) has already been seen in the proof of

Theorem 6.3. To prove (3), suppose EjE0 is finite, so that s=0. Since G is torsion

free, so is C. Hence C"^ is divisible, by Theorem 2.9, and C^/«¡C^ = (0) for

i—\,...,k. The result follows.

Let G and 77 be in 3?. We define Extp (G, 77) as a derived functor of Horn (G, 77)

by taking projective resolutions of G. As above, it is clear that G must be an

elementary group which we denote by E, and 77 in Jf. Consider projective resolu-

tions

—*P2 —-^-i^P,,—►£—►<)

of E where Pn e <ß, i.e., is elementary (Theorem 3.3). Since a group is in ^ if and

only if its dual is in Jf, by Theorem 2.5, Corollary 1, it follows that E is elementary

if and only if E^ is elementary. Hence the existence of such resolutions follows by

dualizing the resolution constructed on page 394. By the Corollary to Theorem 5.3,

the induced sequence

0 —► Horn (E, 77) -?-* Horn (P0, H)

-^% Horn (Px, H) -^-> Horn (P2, H) -^-> • • •

which we denote by Horn (P(E), H) is proper. Obviously, Horn (P(E), H) is a

complex. The sequence obtained from Horn (P(E), H) by deleting all terms after

Horn (Px, H) is proper exact, by Theorem 5.3. Finally, since Horn (P(E), H) is a
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complex and the homomorphisms are proper, it follows that 4*-i(Hom (Pn-i, 77))

is a closed subgroup of Ker d¡*.

Definition. We denote the «th homology group of Horn (P(E), 77) by

Ext£ (E, 77). The corollary to Theorem 6.1 shows that the topological groups so

defined are independent (to within natural isomorphisms) of the resolution. As

usual, Ext£ (E, 77) is an additive functor contravariant in E and covariant in 77.

A standard argument [6] utilizing the appropriate double complex shows that

on their common domain, i.e., pairs (G, 77) where both G and 77 are elementary,

ExtJ, (G, 77) and Ext£ (G, 77) are naturally isomorphic.

Remark. For G in ^ and E elementary, the fact that Exti (G, E) and

Exti (C, EjE0) are naturally isomorphic follows from the exactness of the two

homology sequences. In fact, consider the proper exact sequence (0) -> E0 -> E -*■

E/E0 -*. (0). It follows that -> Exti (G, E0) -> Exti (G, E) -> Exti (G, £/£■„) -> (0)

is proper exact. But since E0 is injective, Exti (G, Zso)=(0). Therefore Exti (G, E)

3Exti (G, E¡E0). On the other hand, consider the sequence (0)-»C^-G^

G/C -► (0). Then -»• Exti (G/C, /?/£„) -► Exti (G, Z?/i?o) -+ Exti (C, £/£0) -> (0)

is proper exact. Since both G/C and Zs/Zr0 are elementary, Exti (G/C, E/E0)

sExtf (G¡C, E/Eo). But since G/C is a projective it follows that Exti (G/C, EjE0)

=(0). Hence Exti (G, Zi/Z^Exti (C, £/£0) so that Exti (G, 7i)3Exti (C, £/£■„).

The corresponding facts about the other functors can be proven similarly.

Theorem 6.4. IfE is elementary and 77 is i« Jf then Ext£ (E, 77) and Exti (H~, E~)

are naturally isomorphic.

Proof. Clearly, Ext£ (E, 77) 3 Horn (E, 77). So if «=0, the theorem follows

from the fact that Horn (E, 77) is naturally isomorphic with Horn (7T\ ZP). In

general, Ext£ (E, 77) = Ker <7*/d*_ ̂Hom (Pn_lt 77)). Moreover, Z?~ is elementary,

77^ is in e€, and

0 —>e~ —> K -^ ¿T -^ K -1* • • •

is an injective resolution of E~, which is admissible in defining Ext!, (ZF"\ E~).

Thus Ext'n(H~, E~)?Ker (dn)*l(dn-x)*(Flom(H~, P~_x)), where homology is

computed from the complex

0-► Horn (JET, ZT) -^> Horn (J5T, TV)
(do>* (<¡f)' (tí?)'
-^-> Horn (77"-, Pf ) -i—► Horn (77~, P^) -^U.

Now for each «, Horn (Pn, 77) and Horn (77^, P„) are isomorphic in a functorial

way. Under this identification, one sees easily that Ker (d„)* = Ker d% and

ei(Hom (J»._i, 7f)) = (<C-i)*(Hom (77, P^-i)). This completes the proof.

Corollary 1. If 0 -> £\ -> Zs2 -> Zs3 -» 0 is a proper exact sequence of ele-

mentary groups and 77 ¡s 1« ̂ F, then the following is a proper exact sequence.

0 -* Horn (£3) 77) -* Horn (E2, 77) -> Horn (2?l5 77)

-> Extf (£3, 77) -> Extï (E2, 77) -*■ Extf (£1; 77) -> 0.
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In particular, if ■ ■ ■ ->- P2 -» Px -* F0 -► F -> 0 is any projective resolution of E by

elementary groups, then the following is a proper exact sequence.

0 -> Horn (E, H) -> Horn (P0, TT) -y Horn (Fl5 TT) -*■ Exti (F, TT) -> 0.

Similarly, if 0 —y Hx —y H2 -> T73 —>■ 0 « a proper exact sequence of groups in Jf

and E is elementary, then

0 -> Horn (E, Hx) -> Horn (F, T72) -*• Horn (F, 773)

-* Exti (F, d) -> Extf (F, d) -> Ext? (E, H3) -> 0

m a proper exact sequence.

Corollary 2. T/F is elementary and H is in Jf then Exto (E, H) ~ Horn (F, TT).

Extf (F, TT) S (T7/770)m © (T7/T70)/«i(/i/d) © • • ■ © (77/770)K(i//d)

w/We w ií rne dimension of the maximal toral subgroup of E, and nx,..., nk are

torsion numbers of E¡E0. In particular, Exti (E, 77) is a discrete group and is iso-

morphic with Exti (maximum compact subgroup of E, HjH0). Finally Ext£ (E, 77)

= (0)/or«^2.

The proofs of Corollaries 1 and 2 follow from Theorem 6.4 and the correspond-

ing facts about ExtJ, by dualization.

Corollary 3. If (I) H is connected, or

(2) E is torsion free, or

(3) E has no toral subgroup and 77 is divisible, then Exti (E, H) = (0).

Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2.

Let G and 77 be in J?. We define Tor (G, 77) as a derived functor of G ® 77

by taking projective resolutions of 77. As above, we must assume that G is in ^

and 77 is elementary. We denote 77 by E. As above, consider projective resolutions

do ¿1 ¿n 71

—y P2 —y Px —y P0 —y E—► 0

of E, where Pn is elementary. It follows from the corollary to Theorem 5.3 that the

induced sequence

-^->G®P2-^G®P1-^G®P0^G ®£—*0,

which we denote by G ® P(E), is proper. Obviously, G ® P(E) is a complex.

The sequence obtained from G ® P(E) by deleting all terms before G ® Px is

proper exact, by Theorem 5.3. Finally, since G ® P(E) is a complex and the

homomorphisms are proper, it follows that d£(G ® Fn + 1) is a closed subgroup of

Kerd*.x.

Definition. We denote the nth homology group of G ® P(E) by Torn (G, E).

The corollary to Theorem 6.1 shows that the topological groups so defined are
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independent (to within natural isomorphisms) of the resolution. As usual,

Tor„ (G, E) is an additive functor covariant in both variables.

Theorem 6.5. If G is in ^ and E is elementary, then Tor„ (G, E) is naturally

isomorphic with (ExtJ, (G, E~)f.

Proof. Tor0 (G, E) = (G ® F0)/íT0*(G ® PX)^(G ® P0)/Ker tt*sG ® E, since

G®P1->G®P0->G®F->-Oisa proper exact sequence. Since E~ is elemen-

tary and G is in '€, Extó (G, F~) is naturally isomorphic with Horn (G, F~), by

Proposition 6.1. As was shown in §IV, G ® E is naturally isomorphic with

Horn ((G, F^))~. This proves the theorem in the case n = 0. Now, E~ is elementary,

and
ji~ dn .   df d?

o—► f^—>Po"^pr^P2 ^

is an injective resolution of F"\ which is admissible in defining Exti, (G, E~).

Hence, Exti (G, F~) s Ker (iC)*/(<C- i)*(Hom (G, IÇ1 i)) for « ̂  1, where homology

is computed from the complex

0-y Horn (G, E~) ^> Horn (G, F^) -^-> Horn (G, FD ^->

However, the results of §V show that this sequence is precisely

Oi')~ (d0)~ (d',)~

0-y (G ® Ef-y (G ® P0f -^-* (G ® Px)~ -=-+

The theorem now follows from Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 1. 7/0 -»■ Fi -> F2 —► F3 -> 0 is a proper exact sequence of elementary

groups and G is in <€ then the following is a proper exact sequence.

0 -> Tori (G, Ex) -* Torj (G, F2) -> To^ (G, E3)

-y G ® Fx -y G ® F2 -> G ® F3 -> 0.

7/ • • • ->- F2 ->- Px -*- P0 -*■ F -»■ 0 ii any projective resolution of E by elementary

groups, then 0 -*■ Torj (G, F) -»■ G ® Px -y G ® F0 -> G ® F -> 0 is a proper exact

sequence. Similarly, if0^yGx^yG2->G3^yOisa proper exact sequence of groups

in ^ and E is elementary, then

0 -► Tori {fit, E) -> Tori (G2, E) -> Torj (G3, F)

-^Gi ®E^G2 ® E-+G3 ®F->0

ii a proper exact sequence.

Corollary 2. Lei G ¿»e in # ana" F Z»e elementary. Then Tor0 (G, E)^G ® E.

Torx (G, F)s(C)m © C[ni] © • • • ®C[nk], where C is the maximum compact

subgroup of G, m is the toral dimension of E, and nx,...,nk are the torsion numbers

of E/Eo- Here C[n] denotes the elements of C whose order divides n. In particular,

Tori (G, E) is a compact group isomorphic with Tora (C, maximum compact sub-

group of E). Finally Tor„ (G, F)=(0)/or n£2.
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The proofs of Corollary 1 and 2 follow from Theorem 6.5 and the corresponding

facts about Exti by dualization.

Corollary 3. Let G be in # and E be elementary. If

(1) the maximum compact subgroup ofG = (0), or

(2) E is torsion free, or

(3) G is torsion free and E has no toral subgroup, then Tor! (G, Zs) = (0).

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2.

Definition. Let G and 77 be in =Sf. An extension of 77 by G is a short proper

exact sequence

0—*77-U Y-^G—*0

where Y is an abelian topological group. By a theorem of Gleason, [9] or [4],

Y is in JSf.

Definition. Two extensions

and
0—>77-U Y-^G—*0

0—*77^ Y'-^G—>0

of 77 by G are equivalent if there exists a proper homomorphism h, making the

following diagram commutative.

y

'/
0->H

>

h      G->0

Y

Since « is automatically bijective, « is a topological group isomorphism, so that

this is an equivalence relation.

Definition. Denote by S(G, 77) the set of equivalence classes of extensions of

77 by G.

Theorem 6.6. (1) 7/G is in # and E is elementary, then there is a natural bijective

correspondence between S(G, E) and Exti (G, E).

(2) If E is elementary and 77 is in Jf, then there is a natural bijective correspond-

ence between S(E, 77) and Exti (E, H).

Moreover, these correspondences transform the Baer composition of extensions

to the group operation in Ex^ so that they are actually group isomorphisms.

Whereas in the case of abstract groups, the usual homological proofs of both

(1) and its dual (2) work, in the continuous case there are difficulties connected

with (2) and it must be gotten from (1) by dualization. Since the ~ gives a bijective

correspondence between group extensions 0->£^- F —;► G -> 0, where E is

elementary and G is in ^ and 0 -> G~ -> Y~ -> E~ -> 0 where G~ is in Jf and

E~ is elementary, and since if « is an equivalence between extensions of E by G,
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then n~ is an equivalence between their duals, it follows that there is a natural

bijective correspondence between S(G, E) and <?(F~, G^) for G in <€ and F

elementary. On the other hand, by Theorem 6.4, Exti (G, E) and Exti (E~, G~)

are naturally isomorphic under the same assumptions. Thus, (2) follows from (1)

by dualization. Hence it suffices to prove Part 1 of Theorem 6.6.

be an extension where F

is elementary and G is in '€.

f g
Let 0 —> F —y Y —> G —y 0 be an extension where F

We fo

Let 0 —y E —y 70 —y Ix —y 0 be a short injective resolution of F where
e d

70 and Ix are elementary. By Theorem 6.1, choose /0 e Horn ( F, T0) and

lx e Horn (G, Ix) so that the above diagram is commutative. By Theorem 6.2, the

sequence

0 —y Horn (G, F) —y Horn (G, 70) -^-> Horn (G, Ix) -^ Exti (G, E) —y 0

is  proper  exact.   Define  the  continuous   homomorphism   \x : Horn (G, G) ~^-

Hom(G, 7i) by \x(t) = lx°Ç. Then yXx(idG) e Ext'x (G, E) and is clearly inde-

pendent of the representative of S(G, E), thus giving a map from <f (G, E) ->

Exti (G, F).

Now, given any ^ e Horn (G, 7j) we construct an extension

0—yE—y Yh—y G—>0

as follows. Form the direct sum G © 70 and define the continuous homomorphism

9h:G@I0-y Ix by 6h(x, x0) = -lx(x) + d(x0). Let Yh =Ker 0(l. It follows from

Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.6 that G © T0 is in c€. Since dh is

continuous, Yh is a closed subgroup of G © T0 and therefore Yh is in ^ by

Theorem 2.6. Define/l : E-y Yh byfh(u) = (0, e(u)) for ueE.Now, (0, e(u)) e Yh

since 6h(0, e(u)) = -lx(0) + d(e(u)) = 0 + 0. Since e is a proper monomorphism, so

is/j. Define g(l : Yh -y G by gh(x, x0)=x, i.e., g,x is the restriction to Yh of the

projection G © I0^-G. Hence, gh £ Horn (Yh, G). Moreover, Kerg(l = Yh n T0

= (0) + Ker o'=(0) + é'(F)=/1(F). Furthermore,

gll(Yh) = {x: x e G and /x(x) e rf(70) = /J = G,

so that gh is a continuous epimorphism. Since Yh is in '€, gh is an open map.

Thus,
/il 9(1

0—»F—> Yh—y G—*0

is an extension. Now define l0: Yh -y T0 by /0(x, x0) = x0. Since /0 is the restriction

of a continuous homomorphism, l0 e Horn (Yh, I0). It is immediate that l0 °fh

= e ° idB and lx° gh=d ° lQ, so that the following diagram is commutative.

0—>F—y Yh—y G—>0
ldB

/o-T>/i-
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map ê(G, E) -> Exti (G, E) is surjective.

» 0 be an extension, where

G is in <€ and E is elementary.

► 0 be the given resolution of E

and let /<,, /i be extensions of idB. Form

0

as above. Then

0

and

0

are equivalent. To see this, define h: F-> G ©70 by h(y) = (g(y), l0(y))- Then «

is a continuous homomorphism since g and /„ are. If je Y, then 0(l(«(.y))

= -/1(g(j'))-t-¿?(io(.y))=0 since dl0 = lxg- Thus, iffjcy^, One sees easily that

hf=fh and ghh=g. Clearly, h is bijective. Since the given extension is proper exact,

Y is in # by Theorem 2.6. Hence « is open, by the Open Mapping Theorem, and

the extensions are equivalent.

Let

0—*£-U Y-^G—>0       and       0—>E-^Y'^G—>0

be two extensions. Form the respective Ix and l[. Suppose they map into the same

cohomology class of Exti (G, E), namely that yA1(idG) = yA'1(idG). Then y/i = y/i so

that /j.-/ieKery. Since Ker y=S(Hom (G, 7„)), it follows that lx-l'x = d£ for

some £ e Horn (G, 70).

Define a : G © 70 -> G © 70 by a(x, jc0) = (*, í(jc) + xQ). Because | is a continuous

homomorphism, so is a. Obviously, a is bijective. Since G © 70 is in ^, a is a

topological group automorphism, by the Open Mapping Theorem.

Now form Yh and Ytl as above. We show that a(Yh)=Yll. Now «(Y^)

={a(x, x0) : lx(x) = d(x0)}. But ¡x(x) = l'x(x) + d£(x) for each xeG. Thus,

a(Yh) = {(x, í(x)+x0) : l'x(x) + dÇ(x) = d(x0)}

which in turn equals {(x, x0-£(x)) : l'x(x)=d(x0-i(x))}. Since as x0 ranges over

70, so does x0 — £(x), the result follows. Hence a\ Yh is a topological group iso-

morphism Yh->Yl-1. Also, for ueE, afh(u)=a(0,e(u)) = (0,C(0) + e(u))=fll(u)

and gi1a(x,x0)=gl-1(x,Ç(x)+Xo) = x=gi1(x,x0). Thus ($,=/,; and gh =gl-1a so

that a is an equivalence. However, since

0—>E^->Y-?->G—>0       and       0—>E-^Yh^G—»0

Since y is surjective, this implies that the

Now, let

0—>£-U Y-^G—s

We I lo 'i

Let 0 Io-r*h

fl! 91,

E—► Yh—>G—>0

flX "Il

E—> Yh—>G—>0
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are equivalent, and

0—*E-£-+Y'-?-+G'—>0      and      0—>E-^ Yt\^-* G—>0

are equivalent, it follows that

O^F^F^G^O       and       0->F->r^G^0

are equivalent. Thus the map <f(G, F) -> Exti (G, F) is bijective.

If

0—>F-U Y-^G—y0       and       0—yE^Y'-^G—>0

are two extensions of E by G, one defines their Baer product as follows : Form

Y® Y', and let A={(y,y') : (y,y')e Y® Y',g(y)=g'{y% A is a closed sub-

group of F © F' since g and g' are continuous homomorphisms. Let

B = {(-/(«),/'(«)) :«eF}.

B is a closed subgroup of y © 7' because / and /' are proper homomorphisms.

Since gf=g'f' = 0, B^A. Hence 77 is a closed subgroup of A. Let Y" — A¡B and

tt: A —y Y" be the canonical epimorphism. IfueE, then (f(u), 0) and (0,f'(u)) e A.

Define f"(u)=Tr(f(u), 0)=tt(0, f'(u)). Then f:E-+ Y" is a continuous homo-

morphism since/and it are. Let a: A -y G be defined by a(y, y')=g(y)=g'(y').

Since a is the composition of g with the restriction to A of a projection, it is a

continuous homomorphism. Also, a(-f(u), f'(u))=g'(f'(u)) = 0. Therefore a in-

duces a continuous homomorphism g" : Y" -*■ G. Since G and F are in <€, it follows

from Theorem 2.6 that Y and Y' are in cê. Hence Y ® Y' is in <€, by Proposition

2.6 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.5. Consequently A and therefore Y" is in ^

by Theorem 2.6. It is a strictly formal fact that

0—yE^ Y"^-yG—>0

is an exact sequence. Since F, Y, G are in # it is proper. The equivalence class of

this extension depends only on the equivalence classes of the given extensions.

Thus S (G, E) is closed under Baer multiplication. It is also a strictly formal fact

that the correspondence between <%(G, E) and Exti (G, F) is a homomorphism.

Hence S(G, E) ->■ Exti (G, F) is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of

Theorem 6.6(8).

Corollary. Let 0-y E-y Y-yG-yO be an extension with G in <€ and E

elementary. If il) The maximum compact subgroup ofG = (0), or

(2) E is connected, or

(3) G is torsion free and EjEQ is finite, then Y=G ® E.

Let 0-y- H-y Y'-> F->-0 be an extension with 77 in J^ and E elementary.

If (I) H is connected, or

(2) the maximum compact subgroup of E=(0), or

(3) H is divisible and the toral dimension of E=(0), then Y^H © E.

(8) The proof of Theorem 6.6 is modeled after one in [6].
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Proof. These corollaries follow directly from Theorem 6.6, the Corollary of

Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 3 of Theorem 6.4.
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